
 
Meeting: Infrastructure & Joint Assets Board 

Date/Time: 24 September 2020 at 9.30 am 

Venue: Virtual Meeting On-line (Zoom) 

 

Agenda 
 

 

No. Title of Item Lead Time 

1.  Apologies for Absence 

Chair 9.30 
2.  Minutes of the Last Meeting – 3 September 2020 

3.  Matters Arising  

4.  Declarations of Interest 

5.  
Getting Building Funding Progress Report  

Project decisions:  
Liz Philpot  9.40 

5a. Whitby Business Park  
Appraiser –Ian Stevens  

Project Team  
9.55 

5b. Northallerton e-Campus  
Appraiser – Ian Stevens  

Project Team 
10.15 

5c. 
North Yorkshire Digital Infrastructure  

Appraiser – Ian Stevens  

Project Team 
10.30 

6.  

LGF Programme Updates:  

- Harrogate York Rail Improvements  

- Junction 47 (A1) Improvements  

Verbal update   10.45 

7.  Date & Time of Next Meeting 
Thurs 22nd October 

9.30am 
10.50 

8.  Any Other Business   10.55 

Finish Time 11.00 
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Minutes 
 

Meeting: York & North Yorkshire Infrastructure & Joint Assets Board Meeting 

Date/Time: 3 September 2020 at 09.30 

Venue: Zoom  

 
Members Present:  

Private Sector: David Dickson (Chair) Public Sector: Cllr Steve Siddons (Scarborough 

Borough Council), Cllr Andrew Waller (City of York Council), Cllr Stuart Parsons 

(Richmondshire District Council), Cllr Stephen Arnold (Ryedale District Council), Cllr 

Richard Foster (Craven District Council) and Cllr Mark Crane (Selby District Council)  

 

Secretariat:  

Liz Philpot (Growth Programmes & Policy Manager), Sam Raine (Enterprise Partnership 

Officer), Paul Clark (Governance and Assurance Manager), James Gilroy (NYCC 

Highways Asset Manager Team Leader), Ian Collins (Enterprise Partnership Officer) and 

Mark Haynes (HDC Sercondee). 

 

In attendance:  

Claire Gavaghan (Chair of Skills Capital Task & Finish Group) 

Item IB20 188 and 189 – Chris Maunder (Add specialists) 

Item IB20 190 - Emma Young and Amy Sykes (Systra) 

 

IB20-13 Welcome from the Chair, confirming the additional meetings have been 
arranged to respond to Getting Building Fund (GBF) call for projects by 
Government and to enable process to be followed at earliest 
opportunity for decisions on funding.  
The last meeting was on the 18 June 2020. Since then the 
Performance Group has met on the 10 July, 21 August and 11 
September to review progress on the existing Local Growth Fund 
programme.  

IB20-14 Apologies for Absence- Apologies received from Cllr Phil Ireland 
(Harrogate Borough Council) Cllr Peter Wilkinson (Hambleton District 
Council), James Farrar (Chief Operating Officer), Adrian Green (Head 
of Assurance) and Andrew Leeming (Head of Strategy). 
 

IB20-15 Minutes of the Last Meeting 
Decision: That the minutes of the meeting held on 18 June 2020 be 
approved. 
 

IB20-16 Matters Arising – following decision to delegate sign-off to the 
Chairman for the LGF project an update on Junction 47 Improvements 
will be brought to the next meeting.  
 

IB20-17 Declarations of Interest  

 Councillor Andrew Waller declared a non-pecuniary interest in 
Minute IB20-18 as a member of City of York Council. 

 Councillor Mark Crane declared a non-pecuniary interest in Minute 
IB20-20 as a member of Selby District Council. 
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IB20-18 York College EV Skills Project - Cllr Waller (City of York Council) 
declared an interest.  
 
LP referred to the report on the project put forward by York College for 
Getting Building Funding in the sum of £150,000, to increase technical 
skills capabilities in Electric Vehicle (EV) technologies. The project has 
been subject to independent appraisal by Add Specialists and Chris 
Maunder attended. A strong case is made that the preferred approach 
will lead to well-equipped training facility within York College’s new 
Motor Vehicle Extension at their premises at Sim Balk Lane, 
Bishopthorpe. The project will support 40 apprenticeships and deliver 
training to 130 people in total. York College has confirmed that 10 
existing jobs would be at risk of if the project did not proceed, and 
hence the output of 10 jobs safeguarded. Match-funding of £890,000 
has been confirmed to be provided by York College, which will be used 
to pay for the completion of the new Motor Vehicle Extension, which is 
currently under construction. The LEP investment will enable the EV 
Skills provision to be accelerated significantly, and start new learners at 
the earliest opportunity. 
 
Cllr Waller endorsed the proposal, and the need to development skills, 
and the potential for new jobs in emerging sectors relating to electric 
vehicle technologies.  
 
Several points were clarified by the appraiser, including that local 
garages had been consulted as prospective employers of the learners.  
 
Decision 
The Board agreed:  

 to approve £150,000 of Getting Building Funding for York College to 
increase technical skills capabilities in Electric Vehicle (EV) 
technologies; and  

 subject to endorsement by the Skills and Employability Board (on 
24th September), that the project should proceed to Funding 
Agreement stage to enable delivery at the earliest opportunity. 

 

IB20-19 Scarborough TEC EV Skills Project – Cllr Siddons (Scarborough BC) 
declared an interest. 
LP referred to the report on the project put forward by Scarborough 
TEC for Getting Building Funding in the sum of £92,620, to increase 
technical skills capabilities in Electric Vehicle (EV) technologies. The 
project has been subject to independent appraisal by Add Specialists 
and Chris Maunder attended. 
 
In the preferred option Scarborough TEC will utilise Getting Building 
Funding to purchase a range of testing equipment and install it in the 
new workshops. The project will support 20 new apprenticeships, which 
appears modest, along with a target that 5 individuals will secure 
employment following training. However, these are recognised in the 
appraisal as being realistic and proportionate to the amount of funding 
requested. Match-funding of £97,336 is being provided from the 
Department for Education (DfE) Yorkshire Institute of Technology (IoT). 
This funding is secure, as part of larger £1.4m 
package of investment. LEP funding will therefore increase the scale of 
activity that would otherwise occur and will help secure an optimum 
learning environment. 
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The appraisal confirmed that the geographical catchment of learners 
will be around 80% from the local area plus other adjacent coastal 
areas; also that consultation had been carried out with 40 local 
businesses to demonstrate evidence of need, which overall was a high 
quality submission.  
 
Cllr Siddons endorsed the proposal.  
 
Decision 
The Board agreed:  

 to approve £92,620 Getting Building Funding for Scarborough TEC 
to increase technical skills capabilities in Electric Vehicle (EV) 
technologies; and  

 subject to endorsement by the Skills and Employability Board (on 
24th September), that the project should proceed to Funding 
Agreement stage to enable delivery at the earliest opportunity. 

 

IB20- 20 A19 Chapel Haddlesley – Cllr Crane (Selby DC) declared an interest.  
 
SR referred to the report on the project put forward by North Yorkshire 
County Council for Getting Building Funding (GBF) in the sum of £6.0m 
for the reinstatement and enhancement of the A19 at Chapel 
Haddlesey, near Selby. The preferred option will enable the 
carriageway to reopen whilst providing some additional resilience to 
future flood events, and can also be delivered in the timescales 
required for the GBF. 
 
The report set out the issues raised by the appraisal and the appraisal 
team (Emma Young and Amy Sykes from Systra) and project team 
(James Gilroy from NYCC, Highways Asset Manager Team Leader) 
attended the meeting to provide more detail on the on-going work to 
address these issues.  
 
An update was provided on the progress that had been made to date 
including completion of the final draft design which was now with the 
contractors to finalise within the next two weeks.  
The appraisal recognised the high Benefit Cost Ratio of the project.  
 
One drainage board permission had now been received and the other 
was expected within the next two weeks, further work with Environment 
Agency supported by drainage and flood authorities.  
 
It was noted that formal public consultation had not been carried out as 
it was evident from the significant numbers of complaints due to current 
circumstances, that there was strong support for the scheme.  
 
The appraisers (Systra) confirmed that they were relatively satisfied 
that the necessary approvals for the project will be forthcoming, mainly 
due to the project being a reinstatement of the existing road albeit with 
enhancement, and therefore the preparatory work consists mainly of 
formalities. Work has been developed on the Full Business Case to 
ensure preliminary cost estimates are as accurate as possible, but it 
was acknowledged that there is risk of increased costs until they are 
fully developed. The appraisers also confirmed that, bearing in mind the 
time constraints, the approach that had been taken to develop the 
project was satisfactory.  
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Cllr Crane spoke to emphasise the urgent need for the works to go 
ahead and deliver by April 2021, which would include improvements 
flood levels enhancements to improve resilience to future events.   
 
Decision 
The Board agreed:  

 to allow further time for the issues raised by the appraisal to be 
satisfactorily addressed; and  

 to delegate to the Chairman the final approval of the request for £6 
million of Getting Building Funding for North Yorkshire County 
Council to deliver the A19 Chapel Haddlesley Improvement 
scheme; and  

 that the project should proceed to Funding Agreement stage to 
enable delivery at the earliest opportunity. 

 
 

IB20- 21 Tadcaster Flood Alleviation – Cllr Crane (Selby DC) declared an 
interest. 
 
SR referred to the report providing background on the Environment 
Agency project to develop a Full Business Case (FBC) for the 
Tadcaster Flood Alleviation Project. The Funding Agreement was 
signed in November 2019, and provided £1.022m of Local Growth 
Funding (LGF) for delivery of the FBC by 31st March 2021. In July 
2020, the LEP was notified of delays to the project, as a result of 
contract issues under a new collaborative frame work, and as a result 
of Covid-19. The impact is that the FBC was not now expected to 
complete until April 2022. 
 
Representatives from the Environment Agency (Ed Hinton and Chris 
Ashcroft) attended the meeting to clarify matters of detail.  
 
As set out in the report it was noted that the Funding Agreement 
ensures that the LGF grant is protected in the event that the capital 
works cannot proceed. However, the Government grant of £9million for 
the works to be identified by the FBC means that this is unlikely to be 
the outcome.  
 
Decision  
The Board agreed to:  

 approve a variation to the Funding Agreement for the LGF 
contribution to Tadcaster Flood Alleviation Scheme, based on the 
revised details set out in the report.  

 

IB20- 22 Local Growth Programme  
 
LP referred to the report providing progress and performance updates 
regarding the delivery and performance of the Local Growth Fund 
(LGF) programme up to the end of Quarter 1 (April to June) 2020/2021. 
 
In addition to the specific projects highlighted in the report at Section 5, 
a detailed update was provided on:  
 
Harrogate York Rail Improvement project 

 The objection to the proposed improved service remains 
unresolved, however Network Rail remain confident that capacity is 
satisfactory and are providing additional evidence required;  
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 This matter need to be brought to a conclusion with the highest 
urgency, and efforts are being made to negotiate with all interests to 
bring about a satisfactory conclusion, so as not to delay the work 
programme (for completion Dec 2020);    

 A written report will be prepared for the next meeting on 24th 
September, which will cover further developments that are expected 
within the next few days. 

 
Skipton Housing and Employment (Component 1)  

 Planning decision was delegated to officers’ subject to the removal 
of the objection of the Environment Agency;  

 This has now been withdrawn and notice of decision issued; 

 A contractor has been appointed and pre-contract meetings have 
been held to establish detailed programme of works, to ensure 
delivery within the remaining period of the LGF programme (i.e. by 
31st March 2021);  

 The site can now be established and work is due to start 
imminently.  

It was noted that significant effort had been made by the project team 
at Craven DC, and consultants WSP, to reach the current stage of 
construction start by the beginning of September.  
 
York Central  
Cllr. Waller reported that there had been recent announcement from 
Government which confirms major investment funding; the early 
development funding received from the LGF programme had been 
essential to reach this stage, and the announcement means that 
development will proceed on a significant scale.  
 
The Board received the report and noted the current position.  
 

IB20- 23 Feasibility Studies 
 
IC referred to the report and also provided updated details of progress 
since the report was written.  
 
Of the 24 approved feasibility study applications, formal Grant 
Agreements are in place for 15 and are now in delivery phase. For the 
remaining feasibility studies, the final draft Grant Agreements are close 
to being finalised. It is anticipated that the feasibility study programme 
of work will be fully contracted by end of September. 
 
The total LEP funding support from the Local Growth Fund Programme 
to all feasibility studies is £808,000, and all supported project feasibility 
work is to be completed by end of March 2021. 
 
Further work is being undertaken to develop a project pipeline, to 
enable improved response to future calls for projects, and the 
Feasibility Studies will also contribute towards that process.  
 
Councillor Parsons noted with reference to the study for the Upper 
Dales (£110k), that work is also being undertaken by the Yorkshire 
Dales National Park (YDNP) supported by Lottery funding for flood 
mitigation activity in the Tees and Swale Valley.  
 
ACTION: this would be referred back to the project team to ensure 
avoid duplication.  
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IB20- 24 Any Other Business  
None  

IB20- 25 Time and Date of the next meeting Thursday 24 September at 09.30 
and this will be held virtually on zoom. 

 



 Item 5a 
York & North Yorkshire Local Enterprise Partnership 

Infrastructure & Joint Assets Board 

24 September 2020 

Getting Building Fund – Whitby Business Park 

Report of the LGF Programme Lead 

1.0  Purpose of the Report  
1.1 This report is presented to the Infrastructure & Joint Assets Board for 

consideration of the project put forward by Scarborough Borough Council for 
Getting Building Funding in the sum of £1.4m, for the development of a 7 unit, 
1,300sqm small industrial business space complex at Whitby Business Park. The 
project has been subject to independent appraisal by Focus Consultants. 
 

2.0  Background 
2.1 The development of this space at Whitby Business Park is one element of the 

Councils response to the Covid 19 economic downturn. It is aimed at securing 
locally accessible, year-round, higher value employment for the town. This is in 
order to broaden the local economic base from the towns’ main industry, the 
traditionally seasonal and pandemic hit, tourism. The Centre for Towns identified 
Whitby as a town likely to be hit severely by the Covid lockdown measures. 
 

2.2 The development proposals are on Council owned land, have secured relevant 
permissions and have strong letting interest from a number of organisations.  
 

3.0  Project Appraisal 
3.1 The Project Appraisal by Focus Consultants is attached at Annex A, which 

suggests conditional approval of the project    
 

3.2 The project has a strong strategic fit with national, regional and local policies 
including Covid-19 recovery policies.  
 

3.3 Economic case analysis is mostly positive thought there is a suggestion that the 
job outputs, forecast as 25 new jobs, are examined to determine if there is 
additional potential in the scheme to strengthen the case and present better value 
for money. 
 

3.4 The financial case is strong but notes questions about minor cost elements and 
match funding that may not be deemed eligible and are to be resolved. It also 
raises the point that the operational surpluses would be sufficient to cover a 
modest loan that would allow the Council to further share the risk of investment 
and reduce the investment required from the LEP.  
 

3.5 Commercially the project is strong and it is noted that heads of terms have been 
secured for the whole development. For additional comfort confirmation of 
potential tenants intentions to take up space has been obtained during the 
pandemic. The only improvement noted here would be further evidence of latent 
business demand in the area in the eventuality that there are any changes in 
circumstances that do not allow the currently identified occupants to take up their 
leases. 
 

3.6 Management case for the project is strong and presents no issues. 
 



 

4.0  Corporate and Strategic Implications 
 

Legal A funding agreement will be required 
subject to approval and satisfaction 
of conditions outlined in the 
appraisal report. 

Financial Allocation from GBF confirmed by 
MHCLG 

Governance and Assurance Process compliant with Assurance 
Framework 

Equalities Not Applicable 

Data Protection and Privacy Not Applicable 

Communications and Engagement All projects will be publicised in 
accordance with the LEP, project 
sponsor and MHCLG 
communications strategies. 

Business & Innovation Will assist in broadening the 
economic base of the town and 
providing higher value, non-
seasonal employment 

Low Carbon & Environment Not Applicable 

Places The project will help provide 
employment in a key coastal town 
identified as being especially 
vulnerable to the impacts of the 
Covid-19 lockdown. 

Skills & Employability Not Applicable 

  
5.0  Recommendations  
5.1 The board is requested to consider the conditional approval of the project for 

Scarborough Borough Council to deliver 1,300sqm of small industrial units at 
Whitby Business Park. This will be subject to further engagement with the 
applicant to address the points identified in the external appraisal these being: 

 

 Itemised granular budget of all costs with ineligible items removed 

 Confirmation Scarborough Borough Council is prepared to co-finance these 
capital development costs to an extent agreed with the LEP 

 Evidence of latent demand in the Whitby area in the event the tenants that 
have signed up to date change their mind for whatever reason 

 Agreement between the parties on a letting policy that supports local 
businesses 

 Confirmation that retail businesses are (in)eligible for support as highlighted in 
the Gateway Review 

 Confirmation that Government Agencies are (in)eligible / ineligible for 
accommodation given the project aim to support high value business sectors 

 Confirmation the Council will keep the project in use as a business facility for its 
economic lifetime - 15 years is the usual standard for this  

 Revised job creation outputs that offer better value for money, and reflect the 
economic lifespan of the project  

 Reconciled costs and programme  

 Receipt of State Aid advice including the eligibility of the fit out of Screwfix 

accommodation / the eligibility of the retail element / the proposed use of the 

Council Estate Team to manage the facility / potential disposal intentions 

 Confirmation Scarborough Borough Council will underwrite any and all cost 

overruns 

 Confirmation Scarborough Borough Council will cashflow the project, providing 

working capital for the periods any grant claims are being made. 



 

 Confirmation Scarborough Borough Council will underwrite the operational 

position of the project for its economic lifetime  

 

5.2 Conditional approval by the board would be for a maximum of £1.4m of Getting 

Building Funding. 

 

6.0  Additional Information  

6.1 Annex A – Project Appraisal Report 

 

6.2 Contact –  

Name/Title: Mark Haynes, Enterprise Partnership Officer 

Contact: Mark.haynes@hambleton.gov.uk / 07964 533941 

 

 

mailto:Mark.haynes@hambleton.gov.uk


 Item 5a 
 

York and North Yorkshire Local Enterprise Partnership  
 
Detailed Appraisal Report 
 
 

Project name: Whitby Business Park 

Project 
Summary  
 

 

Project Summary:  Scarborough Borough Council requests £1.4 million of funding from the LEP to “create a 1,300 sqm 

facility of small industrial business space, comprising 7 units, on a parcel of land totalling 0.75 of an acre”.  The aim is to 

use this facility to “secure locally accessible, year round, higher value employment” for the town, in recognition of the Centre 

for Towns identification of Whitby as one of the UK towns likely to be severely impacted by the Covid lockdown.       

 

This appraisal involved a review of the Business Case and supporting documentation submitted on August 14th 2020, 

supplemented with discussions and queries where appropriate.   All material is taken at face value.      

 

 

Please confirm that you have read the Gateway Review and you agree 
that…. 

 
 

The application is complete and includes all the supporting documents you 
need; and, 

Yes 
If you have answered no then please inform Adrian 
Green of any concerns you have before commencing the 
appraisal The application appears to be eligible and has a compliant State Aid approach.  No 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.businessinspiredgrowth.com/


 

 

STRATEGIC DIMENSION: what is the opportunity and/or challenge being addressed?   

Appraisal questions 
Please 
see… Score Justification of score 

How clearly is the challenge and / or opportunity 
articulated and supported by evidence?   

Q1.1 4 

 
The challenge is identified as securing “locally accessible, 
year-round, higher value employment for the local economy 
of Whitby”, a “left behind” town and one identified by the 
Centre for Towns as one likely to be severely affected by the 
Covid lockdown measures.  Section 1.1 states “the Council 
marketed the proposed business units prior to the Covid 19 
pandemic and secured heads of terms for lease for the entire 
development”.     
 
Section 2.4 states “at the time of writing (of the application) 
all of the prospective tenants had expressed their continued 
desire to occupy the resulting space should the scheme be 
delivered”.  Section 3.4 also states “given the strong interest 
shown in the units to date it is considered likely that 
alternative tenants will be found if the current interested 
parties fall away”. Accepting this at face value we still believe 
that given the uncertainty surrounding commercial letting in 
the post Covid world the LEP would be reassured of 
evidence of this latent demand. 
 

How well supported is the need to address the 
challenge and/or opportunity by national and/or local 
policy including the SEP? 

Q1.3 4 

 
Section 1.3 provides evidence of strategic fit with national, 
regional and local policies, including the LEP Covid 19 
economic recovery focus “Greener, Fairer, Stronger”.   
 

How effectively does the proposed project link to other 
activity in the LEP area? 

Q2.6 2 

 
Section 2.6 references “the development of infrastructure to 
provide serviced land for the delivery of small business units 
at Scarborough Business Park” an LEP funded project that 
“is not believed to have any impact as the customer base is 
remote in nature and geography”.  No complementary LEP 



 

STRATEGIC DIMENSION: what is the opportunity and/or challenge being addressed?   

projects are mentioned. 
 

How extensive is the consultation undertaken by the 
applicant with relevant stakeholders and potential 
beneficiaries? 

Q1.4 5 

 
Section 1.4 references widespread public consultation over 
the Scarborough Borough Local Plan of 2018 and Whitby 
Area Action Plan 2015, alongside neighbouring business and 
landowners and the direct marketing campaign that secured 
heads of terms for the development. 
 

How strong is the logic that addressing the challenge 
and / or opportunity will deliver benefits compared to a 
do-nothing scenario? 

Qs 1.2 & 1.5 3 

 
The logic given is that the creation of 1,300 sqm of 
employment space will support the establishment of new 
business, create full time jobs, enable the growth of existing 
businesses and diversify the local economy. This is 
consistent with the nature of the project and will clearly 
deliver more benefits than a “do nothing” approach.  Against 
this Section 3.4 states “one prospective tenant is a 
Government Agency”, and the Gateway Review questions if 
retail employment, such as Screwfix, another quoted tenant 
is eligible for LEP support.  
 

Strategic dimension rating 

Score 18 / 25 It is suggested that a percentage score of 50% or less would be Red, and 

a score of 70% or more would be Green but please use your judgement 
based on the strength of the dimension. Obviously, any showstopper 

issues are reflected on accordingly.  

Percentage 72% 

RAG rating Green 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ECONOMIC DIMENSION: how could the opportunity and/or challenge be addressed?   

Appraisal questions 
Please 
see… 

Score 
awarded 

Justification of score 

How relevant are the identified Critical Success Factors 

that the applicant has used to score options? 
Q2.1 5 

 
Critical success factors are given as “cost”, “deliverability”, 
“strategic fit”, “commercial demand” and “optimisation of 

Covid 19 response”.  These are all directly relevant to the 
project and the LEP. 
 

How effective and thorough is the analysis of three 
options?  Have costs and output estimates been 
provided?  

Q2.2 4 

 
The analysis of the three options – “sell the land for private 
sector development” / “phased development” / “deliver entire 
scheme through grant support” is effective.  Sale of the land 
is dismissed for fear of land banking, and phased 
development does not achieve economies of scale.  Costs 
and outputs for each option have been provided.  The case 
for the favoured option being the quickest to deliver benefits 
to the local economy is well made. 
 

How well supported is the applicant's assertion that the 
preferred option is the most effective approach to 
addressing the challenge and/or opportunity?   

Qs 2.3 & 2.4 4 

 
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 build a strong case that the delivery of 
a shovel ready project, with good strategic fit, and strong 
commercial demand “provides the optimal Covid 19 
response” and a solution that not only “contributes to the 
economic growth and diversity of Whitby but which is a 
highly visible sign to stimulate private sector confidence”.     
 

To what extent does the project deliver Local Growth 
Fund outputs, or other economic outputs?  

Q6.1 & Annex 
Tab 4 

4 

The outputs given are “jobs created / safeguarded”, and 
“1,300 sqm of commercial floorspace created”, both directly 
relevant to the local economy and the LEP.   
 

How confident are you that the forecast level of 
economic outputs are realistic? 

Q6.2 & Annex 
Tab 4 

3 
At face value the level of outputs is consistent with the type 
of project being delivered if, as seen below in the 
consideration of value for money, rather conservative.  The 



 

ECONOMIC DIMENSION: how could the opportunity and/or challenge be addressed?   

reservation of space for tenants such as Government 
Agencies and retail units seems to be at odds with the 
“business” nature of the project and the LEP will need 
reassurances any support will be channelled into creating an 
eligible business support project that achieves the projects 
stated aims of “diversifying the local economy” and 
“supporting high value sectors”. 

To what extent does the project contribute to good 
growth? 

Q6.3 3 

 
The project delivers to 7 / 10 of the good growth outcomes 
specified by the LEP. 
 

To what extent does the project deliver economic, 
environmental or social outcomes? 

Q6.4 4 

 
Economic, environmental and social outcomes are all given, 
and are consistent with the nature of the project – additional 
benefits given being “driving private sector investment” and 
“increasing people’s opportunity for increased income”. 
 

Considering the range of outputs and outcomes 
delivered, how strong is the overall Value for Money 
case?   

Qs 6.1 6.3, 
6.4 & 6.6 

2 

 
The £1.4 million LEP request will create 25 jobs, at a cost of 
56,000 per job.  As acknowledged in the Gateway Review 
this is “at the mid point level when using HCA 2015 
guidance”, and would possibly struggle to be accepted with 

alternative regeneration programmes such as EU funding 
and Regional Growth Fund as was. The applicant may wish 
to look at this to see if a more persuasive case could be put 
before the LEP.   
 
In Section 3.4 the Council states “it could choose to dispose 
of its interest in the development rather than retain it as a 
long term asset.  It is currently estimated that the asset 
would attract a value in the order of £1.5 million”.   Clearly if 
the LEP were to invest it would require assurances the 
project would be kept in its agreed use for a certain period of 
time, 15 years being the usual stipulation by grant bodies, 
which would give the applicant a longer timescale to 



 

ECONOMIC DIMENSION: how could the opportunity and/or challenge be addressed?   

evaluate the potential job creation aspects, and improve the 
value for money offer.   
 
 

Economic dimension rating 

Score 29 / 40 It is suggested that a percentage score of 50% or less would be Red, and 

a score of 70% or more would be Green but please use your judgement 
based on the strength of the dimension.  Obviously, any showstopper 
issues are reflected on accordingly. 

Percentage 72% 

RAG rating Amber 

 

 

FINANCIAL DIMENSION: how much will the project cost to deliver? 

Appraisal questions 
Please 
see… 

Score Justification of score 

How well developed are the costs and the assumptions 
that underpin them?   

Annex Tab 1a 
& 1b 

4 

 

A limited granular budget has been provided.  Furthermore, 

we appreciate the project has undergone significant 

development, a contractor has been appointed and has 

worked up a detailed price.   Subject to the detailed 

comments below, and a greater understanding of the extent 

of the external works, we believe the costs to be adequate to 

deliver the project.  The applicant will need to reconcile the 

cost information with the Programme – for example the costs 

in Table 1a show completion in March 2021, whereas the 

applicant’s own programme shows completion in June 2021, 

and even this is likely to slip to October / November 2021. 

   

How confident are you that the budget for the costs is 
appropriate? 

Annex Tab 1b 4 

We note the budget includes £15,000 for the fit out of the 

Screwfix accommodation, and taking into account the 

comments made in the Gateway Review we question if this 

is eligible.  Similarly, we estimate approximately £50,000 of 

the professional fee budget appears to be intended for 



 

FINANCIAL DIMENSION: how much will the project cost to deliver? 

Scarborough Borough Council officers, and again we 

question the eligibility of this.  

 

Accepting the level of work that has gone into the project to 

date the LEP will need assurances on the project VAT 

strategy, that these costs can be reclaimed by the local 

authority, and the impact of this strategy on pricing policies 

for the business tenants. Given the allocations made in the 

budget for the fit out of the Screwfix accommodation the LEP 

will require confirmation of any other tenant fit out costs to 

check these for eligibility.  

 

 

Finally, the LEP will need confirmation the Council will 

underwrite any and all cost overruns, and will be in a position 

to cashflow the project, providing working capital for the 

periods any grant claims are being made. 

 

How secure is the match-funding? Q3.2 1 

 

The application states the Council will be providing £76,000 

of match funding.  However, Sections 1.1 and 3.4 confirm 

these costs are retrospective, made in advance of the 

submission of the Business Case to the LEP.  They are 

therefore ineligible for support.  We do understand the 

Council is contributing the land. 

 

We recognise from Section 1.1 the Covid 19 pandemic has 

resulted in a “significant negative impact on the financial 

position of the Council” and that “the diversion of its 

remaining and uncommitted resources into its immediate 

Covid 19 response”.  We also note that the Whitby Business 

Park is a part of the immediate Covid 19 response and that 

the project will, as set out in Section 3.4 generate a net 



 

FINANCIAL DIMENSION: how much will the project cost to deliver? 

income of “circa £90,000 per annum”, an amount that at the 

very least could support a modest loan.  We therefore 

suggest the Council and the LEP discuss and agree an 

appropriate level of capital match funding from the Council to 

share the risk of the investment.  

 

If the project has on-going costs and income how 
thorough and appropriate does the cashflow forecast 
appear? 
  

Annex Tab 2. 2 

No detail has been provided in Annex A on the income and 

expenditure assumptions.  In Section 3.4 the applicant states 

“the average rental charge across the scheme is 

8sqft……based on 100% occupancy this leads to a gross 

annual rental of £104k per annum” when “less reserves 

toward sinking fund…..this equates to a headline net income 

after the sinking fund of £90kpa”. However there seem to be 

no allowances for staff costs / insurances and the like.  The 

assumptions appear to be reasonable, as far as they go.  We 

would normally question assumptions that rely on 100% 

occupancy but the application states on several occasions 

the Council has “secured heads of terms…. for the entire 

development”.      

 

If the project seeks a grant how robust is the argument 
that a loan is not appropriate? 
 

Q3.5 5 

 

We accept from the email of Bryan Walker, SBC Estates and 

Property Manager that the project is not attractive to private 

sector investors and could not be undertaken in its entirety 

with a loan, regardless of the source of this loan.  We 

therefore agree that a grant is the appropriate instrument. 

 

If the project seeks a loan is it clear what security they 
can offer? 

Q3.5 0 to 5 

 

Not applicable. 

 

To what extent will the LEP's financial support affect the 
project's scale, timing and/or quality? 

Q3.6 5 

 

We accept the statements made in Section 3.6 that “the 

project will not proceed in the short to medium term without 



 

FINANCIAL DIMENSION: how much will the project cost to deliver? 

grant assistance”.   

 

How effectively has the applicant identified and 
mitigated financial risks? 

Q3.8 4 

 

An acceptable high level risk register has been provided, and 

we welcome the introduction of a project sinking fund.  To 

mitigate the risks the LEP will require the Council to confirm 

in writing it will underwrite the capital costs and guarantee 

the operational position of the Business Park for the duration 

of the LEP supported period. 

 

Financial dimension rating 

Score 25 / 30 It is suggested that a percentage score of 50% or less would be Red, and 
a score of 70% or more would be Green but please use your judgement 
based on the strength of the dimension.  Obviously, any showstopper 
issues are reflected on accordingly. 

Percentage 83% 

RAG rating Amber 

 

 

 

COMMERCIAL DIMENSION: what tasks need to be completed to deliver the project? 

Appraisal questions 
Please 
see… 

Score Justification of score 

How extensive is the identification and timing of 
milestones?  Has the applicant provided a timeline for 
securing any outstanding consents and permissions? 

Qs 4.1 & 4.2 4 

 
No GANNT chart has been provided, but from the 
information provided we are content the project can be 
delivered to the LEP timescale of March 2022.  The applicant 
completion date is given as July 2021 which leaves up to 8 
months for slippage. 
 

How confident are you that the applicant will manage 
the potential for slippage in milestones?   

Q4.3 5 

 
We are entirely comfortable the applicant has the experience 
and expertise to manage slippage, subject to funding 
confirmation. 



 

COMMERCIAL DIMENSION: what tasks need to be completed to deliver the project? 

 

If the project involves work to a site, is it clear how the 
applicant will secure any necessary permissions?  

Q4.3 5 Yes – confirmation of planning permission is appended. 

How clear and appropriate is the proposed procurement 

approach?   
Q4.5 5 

 
The project contractor was appointed through an open 
tendering process, alongside the supporting consultant.  
From the application documentation the Council has 

considerable experience in delivering capital projects 
following all procurement procedures and we are confident in 
their ability. 
 

If there is more than one delivery partner involved in the 
delivery of this project, is their role clear? 

Q4.6 5 

 
The roles required are spelt out in Section 4.6 and we are 
confident the delivery team are experienced here. 
 

To what extent does the applicant demonstrate that 
they will successfully manage any contractual 
relationships?   

Q4.6 5 

 
We are confident the management team have the skills and 
experience to manage contractual relationships. 
 

How effectively has the applicant identified and 
mitigated non-financial risks? 

Q4.7 3 

Section 4.7 sets out a reasonable high-level assessment of 
non-financial risks, and the LEP welcomes the production of 
a full Construction Risk Register in due course.  
 

How confident are you that the applicant has a State 
Aid compliant approach? 

Q3.7 3 

Section 3.7 states that State Aid is “TBC”.  The LEP will need 
to see written legal confirmation of the State Aid position 
including, but not limited to: 
 The £15,000 contribution to the fit out of the Screwfix 

accommodation 
 The eligibility of the retail element as highlighted in the 

Gateway Review 
 The proposed use of the Council Estate Team to 

manage the facility  
 Their potential disposal intentions 
 

How strong is the evidence to support the market Qs 2.4 & 3.4 4  



 

COMMERCIAL DIMENSION: what tasks need to be completed to deliver the project? 

demand justification for this project? Section 1.1 states “the Council marketed the proposed 
business units prior to the Covid 19 pandemic and secured 
heads of terms for lease for the entire development”.     
 
Section 2.4 states “at the time of writing (of the application) 
all of the prospective tenants had expressed their continued 
desire to occupy the resulting space should the scheme be 
delivered”.  Section 3.4 also states “given the strong interest 
shown in the units to date it is considered likely that 
alternative tenants will be found if the current interest parties 
fall away”. Accepting this at face value we still believe that 
given the uncertainty surrounding commercial letting in the 
post Covid world the LEP would be reassured by 
contemporary evidence of this latent demand. 

To what extent do you think that the project is 
commercially feasible?  Can the project continue 
beyond the grant-funded period?   

Qs 2.4 & 3.4 
& Annex Tab 

2 
5 

 
From the applicant’s own analysis, the Whitby Business Park 
will generate operational surpluses, and can be sustained 
year on year after the grant assisted capital build. 
 

Commercial dimension rating 

Score 44 / 50 It is suggested that a percentage score of 50% or less would be Red, and 
a score of 70% or more would be Green but please use your judgement 

based on the strength of the dimension.  Obviously, any showstopper 

issues are reflected on accordingly. 

Percentage 88% 

RAG rating Green 

 

MANAGEMENT DIMENSION: How will the project be managed? 

Appraisal questions 
Please 
see… 

Score Justification of score 

What level of relevant skills and experience do the key 
individuals have that will manage the project? 

Q5.1 5 

 

We are confident the key individuals identified have the skills 

and experience to manage the project. 

 

How effective does the overall project management 
approach appear?  Are accountability lines clear? 

Q5.2 5 
 

We are confident the project management approach will be 



 

effective, and that accountability lines are clear.  

 

How much confidence is built that the team will deliver 
the project to time and budget? 

Q5.3 5 

 

We are confident the team will deliver to time and budget, 

once the funding package is secure. 

 

Management dimension rating 

Score 15 / 15 It is suggested that a percentage score of 50% or less would be Red, and 
a score of 70% or more would be Green but please use your judgement 
based on the strength of the dimension.  Obviously, any showstopper 
issues are reflected on accordingly. 

Percentage 100% 

RAG rating Green 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusion:  the Whitby Business Park is one element of the response to the Covid 19 economic downturn by Scarborough Borough Council 

with the aim of securing “locally accessible, year-round, higher value employment” for the town.  It appears to have strong demand from local 

companies, is submitted by an experienced applicant, and is a strategic fit with the policies of local partners. The project will clearly deliver 

economic benefits, and the case for grant support is accepted subject to: 

 Itemised granular budget of all costs with ineligible items removed 

 Confirmation Scarborough Borough Council is prepared to co-finance these capital development costs to an extent agreed with the LEP 

 Evidence of latent demand in the Whitby area in the event the tenants that have signed up to date change their mind for whatever reason 



 

 Agreement between the parties on a letting policy that supports local businesses 

 Confirmation that retail businesses are (in)eligible for support as highlighted in the Gateway Review 

 Confirmation that Government Agencies are (in)eligible / ineligible for accommodation given the project aim to support high value business 

sectors 

 Confirmation the Council will keep the project in use as a business facility for its economic lifetime - 15 years is the usual standard for this  

 Revised job creation outputs that offer better value for money, and reflect the economic lifespan of the project  

 Reconciled costs and programme  

 Receipt of State Aid advice including the eligibility of the fit out of Screwfix accommodation / the eligibility of the retail element / the proposed 

use of the Council Estate Team to manage the facility / potential disposal intentions 

 Confirmation Scarborough Borough Council will underwrite any and all cost overruns 

 Confirmation Scarborough Borough Council will cashflow the project, providing working capital for the periods any grant claims are being 

made. 

 Confirmation Scarborough Borough Council will underwrite the operational position of the project for its economic lifetime  

Recommendation:  provisional approval subject to resolution of the issues highlighted above. 

 

 
Tolerances: 
 

If monthly or quarterly reports from the sponsor show that the project is exceeding these tolerances then approval needs to be 
sought that the LEP agree to this change and will issue a variation to the Funding Agreement. 

Cost: 10% increase in predicted capital costs. 

Timescales: Capital delivery financially complete by March 2022. 

Outputs: Achieved by March 2027. 

 
 
Appendix 1 – Agreed cost and funding tables:  please note – costs to be reprogrammed and funding to be agreed. 
 

Capital costs 
2019/20 2020/21 

Totals 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Fees     £59,000 £17,000 £55,097 £131,097 

Construction       £400,000 £710,178 £1,110,178 

Construction         £164,400 £164,400 

Other         £70,325 £70,035 



 

         

Totals     £59,000 £417,000 1,000,000 £1,476,000 

 

Funding sources 
2019/20 2020/21 

Totals 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

LEP        TBA 

SBC        TBA 

Other         

Other         

Other         

Totals         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Appendix 2 – Agreed output and outcome tables: please note job creation to be agreed 
 

LGF Outputs 
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

to 
2024/25 

Totals 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Jobs created or safeguarded         TBA TBA 

Apprenticeships          

Housing Units completed          

Number of new homes with new or improved 
fibre optic provision 

         

Commercial floorspace created        1,300 1,300 

Commercial floorspace refurbished          

Commercial floorspace occupied          

Commercial Broadband Access          

Number of enterprises receiving grant support          

Number of enterprises receiving financial 
support other than grants 

         

Number of enterprises receiving non-financial 
support 

         

Area of Land with reduced likelihood of flooding 
as a result of the project 

         

Reduced Flood Risk Homes          

Reduced Flood Risk Commercial          

Area of new or improved learning/training 
floorspace 

         

Prior Estate Grade          

Post Completion Estate Grade          

Floorspace rationalisation          

Number of New Learners Assisted           

Specialist equipment          

Non-specialist equipment          

Length of Road Resurfaced          

Length of Newly Built Road this period          

Length New Cycle Ways This Period          

Totals          

 



 

 

 

Other outputs 
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

to 
2024/25 

Totals 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

Totals          

 
 

Indirect outputs and outcomes 

Please name the outcome that could be used to evaluate the project 

Please name the outcome that could be used to evaluate the project 

Please name the outcome that could be used to evaluate the project 

Please name the outcome that could be used to evaluate the project 

Please name the outcome that could be used to evaluate the project 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Appendix 3 – Milestone tables: 

 

What are the keys tasks that the applicant has completed, and needs to complete, before the project can commence? 

Tasks  Target date Status 

   

 Project Development September 2020 Not Commenced 

    

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

What are the keys milestones after the project has started that could be used to measure your progress? 

Tasks  Target date Status 

    

 Completion of Project Development October 2020 Not Commenced. 

    

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

 



 

 



                                        Item 5b 

York & North Yorkshire Local Enterprise Partnership 

Infrastructure & Joint Assets Board 

24 September 2020 

Getting Building Fund – Northallerton Digital eCampus  

Report of the LGF Programme Lead 

1.0  Purpose of the Report  
1.1 This report is presented to the Infrastructure & Joint Assets Board for 

consideration of the project put forward by Hambleton District Council for Getting 
Building Funding in the sum of £675,000, for the development of a Digital 
eCampus. 

  
1.2 The project has been subject to independent appraisal by Focus Consultants. 
 
2.0  Background 
2.1 This application is complementary to the previously approved Northallerton Digital 

Hub project, which is supported through the current YNY LEP Local Growth Fund 
programme. The eCampus is a new phase of the central Northallerton developments 
and meet the criteria for the call for “shovel ready” projects aimed at stimulating the 
local economy, and particularly supporting Covid-19 recovery.  

 
2.2 The development proposals are on land owned by Hambleton District Council, 

have secured relevant permissions, and there is have strong letting interest from 
a number of organisations. The eCampus will provide the local community with a 
micro-university environment, combining high quality, contemporary physical learning 
and collaboration space, with on-line learning, to offer a combination of academic and 
commercial programmes tuned to local requirements and contexts.  

 
2.3 The partners selected to utilise the hub to offer training will be selected partly on the 

basis of being able to offer digital skills courses. There are no post 16 digital courses 
on offer in the district presently and this is seen as essential to provide a pipeline of 
talent to the businesses in the digital hub.  

 
2.4 The project will deliver 6 new jobs for operational staff in the eCampus, to include 5 

teaching/support staff (1 per class rooms and approx. 19 students) and 1 on-site 
operational manager. The area of new learning floor space will be 278 sq m.  

 
2.5 The project will also be considered by the Skills & Employability Board on 24th 

September 2020 (at 2pm), to enable the strategic context of this proposed new 
provision for learners to be assessed in more detail. 

 

3.0  Project Appraisal 
3.1 The Project Appraisal by Focus Consultants is attached at Annex A, which 

suggests conditional approval of the project.   
 
3.2 The project has a strong strategic fit with national, regional and local policies as 

referenced in the Hambleton Economic Study 2014, and supports the need for “a 
wider range of courses to be delivered locally, tailored to local need” and that the 
“adoption of new technologies make businesses more productive and resource 
efficient”, which would not be achieved by a “do nothing” option.   

 
 
 



 
3.3 Economic case analysis refers to the need for further development of the 

evidence base for the proposals, including the options analysis and preferred 
option, outputs and outcomes. 

 
3.4 The financial case identifies that further development work is required on a 

number of cost issues, also clarification on match funding, given the relationship 
with the existing development for Northallerton Digital Hub.  

 
3.5 Commercially the main issues raised are with State Aid, and evidence of 

demand.  
 
3.6 Management case for the project is strong and presents no issues. 
 
3.7 The Appraisal recommendation is as follows:  
 

Recommendation provisional approval subject to resolution of the issues 
(below):  

 

 Clear project description and definition – what, where 
and when 

 Costs and a comprehensive granular budget of all 
eligible items including VAT strategy / statutory fees / 
inflation / fixtures, furniture and equipment 

 Comprehensive outputs for the standalone eCampus 
including trainees trained / business supported / jobs 
created to March 2027 

 Set of notated plans reconciled with the revised 
budget 

 Confirmation of eligible match funding from the 
partners 

 Guarantee from the partners on the position of 
CNDCL, the applicant, which appears to be losing 
money 

 Revised income and expenditure profiles with all 
assumptions 

 Confirmation York College and the University of 
Sunderland will be delivery partners and are happy 
with the rental assumptions assigned to them 

 Confirmation York College and the University of 
Sunderland have been consulted with, and advised 
on, the fit out of the e.Campus 

 Revised GANNT Chart with milestones for delivery to 
March 2022 

 Confirmation that necessary planning permission and 
other statutory approvals has been granted  

 Confirmation of all procurement issues and that this 
is compliant with standard public sector procurement 
procedures 

 Exit strategy regarding the LEP investment 

 Refreshed independent assessment of the new 
e.Campus project compliance with State Aid 
legislation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4.0  Applicant Response 
 
4.1  The appraisal report has been discussed with the applicant, and confirmation has 

been provided that Hambleton DC will now be the lead applicant “Hambleton District 
Council is in the process of purchasing the phase of the development that includes 
this building. Therefore, the project applicant needs to be amended to the Council as 
they will be in ownership of the premises by the time any funding agreement is 
entered into.” 

 
4.2 At the time of writing, further information has either been provided or is being 

developed by the applicant to address the following:  

 Updated costs and a comprehensive granular budget of all eligible items 
including: VAT strategy / statutory fees / inflation / fixtures, furniture and 
equipment;  

 More detailed output information specifically for the e.Campus including 
trainees trained / business supported / jobs created to March 2027; 

 notated plans reconciled with the revised budget;  

 confirmation of eligible match funding from the partners; 

 revised income and expenditure profiles with all assumptions;  

 confirmation that York College and the University of Sunderland will be delivery 
partners and Heads of Terms are in progress to that effect;  

 confirmation York College and the University of Sunderland have been 
consulted with, and advised on, the fit out of the eCampus; 

 revised GANNT Chart with milestones for delivery to March 2022; 

 confirmation that necessary planning permission and other statutory approvals 
has been granted; 

 confirmation of all procurement issues and that this is compliant with standard 
public sector procurement procedures; 

 updated independent assessment of the eCampus project compliance with 
State Aid legislation based on new information provided as above. 
 

4.3 Based on this initial response, it is considered that the issues raised by the appraisal 
 can be satisfactorily resolved to enable the project to proceed to a Funding 
 Agreement, subject the Board confirming conditional approval. 

 
5.0  Corporate and Strategic Implications 
 

Legal A funding agreement will be required 
subject to approval and 
satisfaction of conditions 
outlined in the appraisal 
report. 

 

Financial Allocation from GBF confirmed by 
MHCLG 

 

Governance and Assurance Process compliant with Assurance 
Framework 

 

Equalities Not Applicable 
 

Data Protection and Privacy Not Applicable 
 

Communications and Engagement All projects will be publicised in 
accordance with the LEP, project 
sponsor and MHCLG 
communications strategies. 
 
 
 



Business & Innovation Will assist in broadening the 
economic base of the town and 
providing higher value, non-seasonal 
employment 
 

Low Carbon & Environment Not Applicable 
 

Places The project will help provide 
employment in a key coastal town 
identified as being especially 
vulnerable to the impacts of the 
Covid-19 lockdown. 
 

Skills & Employability Not Applicable 

  
6.0  Recommendations  
6.1 The board is requested to consider the conditional approval of £675,000 of 

Getting Building Funding for Hambleton District Council to deliver 278 sq m of 
new learning space which will deliver the Northallerton eCampus project.  

 
6.2 That full approval of Getting Building Funding is subject to endorsement by the Skills 

and Employability Board.  
 

6.3 That prior to the project proceeding to Funding Agreement stage, further 
development is undertaken by the Hambleton District Council Project Team on 
the issues set out in the appraisal and summarised at Section 3.7 of this report. 

 
7.0  Additional Information  
7.1 Annex A – Project Appraisal Report 
 
7.2 Contact –  

Name/Title: Liz Philpot, Acting LGF Programme Manager 

Contact: Liz.philpot@eastriding.gov.uk   07790 556678 

 
  

mailto:Liz.philpot@eastriding.gov.uk


 

Yorkshire Local Enterprise Partnership  
 

Detailed Appraisal Report  
 

 

Project name: Northallerton e.Campus  

Project Summary 
with Initial 
Appraisal 
Comments  
 

 

Project Summary:  the aim of the Northallerton Digital Hub is to address the challenges of the local economy, expressed in the 

Hambleton Economic Study of 2014, and particularly address a gap in provision - the lack of choices for post 16 education.  This it 

will do by providing the “local community with a micro University environment, combining high quality, contemporary physical learning 

and collaboration space, with online learning, knowledge transfer and outreach”, known as the e.Campus. 

 

Initial Appraisal Comments:  we accept the strategic aim of the project, and that the application documentation was pulled together 

to meet the tight deadlines of the “Getting Building Fund”.  However, under the overall aim the rest of the application documentation 

lacks clarity.  The independent advice on State Aid by DWF Law LLP refers to the project as “a £675,000 grant from the LEP to 

redevelop a former prison building into an ……eCampus” where “HE and FE providers can offer courses for post 16 and post 18 

study, both face to face and virtually”.  The application documentation then describes the project as being a combination of the 

eCampus and a business accommodation facility called the “Digital Hub”, which as Section 3.6 indicates is an “extension of an earlier 

approved business case”.  Similarly, different costs for the different elements are given throughout ranging from £858,000 in Section 

6.6 through to £2,991,745 in Tab 1a.  Rather than the £675,000 grant referred to in the DWF Law letter, the application states at Tab 

1a a grant s sought from the LEP for £2,456,766.  This combination of projects is a concern given the opinion of DWF Law that: 

 

 “it is critical …. that the costs of the project are separate from other investments within the broader site that have already benefitted 

from public support (no costs should be counted twice against different exemptions)” DWF Law letter of 07 July 2020. 

 “I have noted the discrepancy in costs ……it is important it is very clear in the application audit trail that you are seeking the 675k 

aid here against the specific eCampus costs only…..can I stress that this point must be transparent from what you submit to the 

LEP” email from Jonathan Branton Partner DWF Law LLP 07 July 2020. 

 

To address these issues, we believe the project requires a far clearer definition if it is to be considered for LEP funding.  From the 

State Aid advice alone, it is clear the eCampus is the priority and suggest that the redefinition takes this as a starting point, and the 

https://www.businessinspiredgrowth.com/


partners outline the costs, funding, outputs and delivery plan solely for this, in a project that can be delivered to the LEP deadline of 

March 2022.  For this reason, the appraisal concentrates on the eCampus element throughout.         

 

This appraisal involved a review of the Business Case and supporting documentation submitted on August 14th 2020, supplemented 

with discussions and queries where appropriate.   All material is taken at face value.      
 

Please confirm that you have read the Gateway Review and you agree that….   

The application is complete and includes all the supporting documents you need; and, Partial If you have answered no then please inform Adrian Green 
of any concerns you have before commencing the 
appraisal The application appears to be eligible and has a compliant State Aid approach.        Partial 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STRATEGIC DIMENSION: what is the opportunity and/or challenge being addressed?   

Appraisal questions 
Please 
see… Score Justification of score 

How clearly is the challenge 

and / or opportunity articulated 

and supported by evidence?   

Q1.1 5 

 

This is identified as “to address the challenges of the local economy, expressed in the 

Hambleton Economic Study of 2014, and address a gap in provision, notably the lack of 

choices for post 16 education”.  As stated in Section 1.1 “this places young people at a 

disadvantage, incurring greater costs and requiring greater time to access training compared 

to their urban counterparts”. 

   



STRATEGIC DIMENSION: what is the opportunity and/or challenge being addressed?   

How well supported is the need 

to address the challenge and/or 

opportunity by national and / or 

local policy including the SEP? 

Q1.3 5 

 

Section 1.3 relates the project to the “LEP Local Industrial Strategy”, the “Building our 

Industrial Strategy Green Paper”, “Industrial Strategy White Paper”, “UK Government Digital 

Strategy”, stressing the opportunities digital skills can offer for securing quality jobs and 

boosting business productivity.    

 

How effectively does the 

proposed project link to other 

activity in the LEP area? 

Q2.6 4 

 

Section 2.6 states the project partners “are not aware of any other eCampus type development 

in the LEP area”, highlighting that no FE or HE providers have tried to establish any facilities 

in Hambleton District.  No specific relationship to any other LEP investment is made, although 

Section 3.6 indicates the eCampus is an “extension of an earlier approved business case for 

a Digital Hub” undertaken with LEP investment. 

   

How extensive is the 

consultation undertaken by the 

applicant with relevant 

stakeholders and potential 

beneficiaries? 

Q1.4 3 

 

Section 1.4 references engagement through North Yorkshire County Council, NHS North 

Yorkshire Clinical Commissioning Group, North Yorkshire Police, and of discussions with FE 

and HE providers York College and the University of Sunderland.  A letter of support from the 

University of Sunderland has been provided.  No direct engagement with local communities 

or businesses seems to have been carried out.  

How strong is the logic that 

addressing the challenge and / 

or opportunity will deliver 

benefits compared to a do-

nothing scenario? 

Qs 1.2 & 1.5 4 

 

We accept the strategic case put forward at Sections 1.2 and 1.5 that there is a need for “a 

wider range of courses to be delivered locally, tailored to local need” and that the “adoption of 

new technologies make businesses more productive and resource efficient”, and that this will 

not be achieved by a “do nothing” option.    

   

Strategic dimension rating 

Score 21 / 25 It is suggested that a percentage score of 50% or less would be Red, and a score of 70% or more would be Green 
but please use your judgement based on the strength of the dimension. Obviously, any showstopper issues are 
reflected on accordingly.  

Percentage 84% 

RAG rating Green 
 

 



ECONOMIC DIMENSION: how could the opportunity and / or challenge be addressed?   

Appraisal questions 
Please 
see… 

Score 
awarded 

Justification of score 

How relevant are the identified 

Critical Success Factors that 

the applicant has used to score 

options? 

Q2.1 4 

 

Critical success factors are given as “cost”, “deliverability”, “contribution to local economic 

growth”, “improved local office stock” and “improved access to training”.  For the reasons 

given above regarding the need for project definition around the eCampus element to conform 

to State Aid requirements we have discounted the “improved local office stock” factor.  The 

others are all directly relevant to the project and the LEP. 

 

How effective and thorough is 

the analysis of three options?  

Have costs and output 

estimates been provided?  

Q2.2 2 

 

Three options are considered – “Do Nothing”, “Utilise Existing Town Centre Office Stock”, and 

“Digital Hub and eCampus”.   As stated above we accept the “Do Nothing” option does not 

address any of the local needs expressed.  The other two options include delivery of the Digital 

Hub and are not directly relevant to a standalone eCampus as they concentrate on 

refurbishing town centre office stock, or creating new stock, which we understand will be 

addressed by the previous investment by the LEP in the Digital Hub. Very high-level costs 

and output analysis is provided. 

 

How well supported is the 

applicant's assertion that the 

preferred option is the most 

effective approach to 

addressing the challenge and / 

or opportunity?   

Qs 2.3 & 2.4 1 

The preferred option is confusing as it includes an existing funded LEP project.  We accept 

the assertion that as set out in Section 2.3 “having the eCampus…..will be a draw to young 

people who wish to have a career in industry, seeing a route through learning to employment 

in attractive purpose built facilities”.   

 

 

 

 

 

To what extent does the project 

deliver Local Growth Fund 

outputs, or other economic 

outputs?  

Q6.1 & Annex 
Tab 4 

2 

 

The outputs given in Tab 4 that relate to the eCampus element appear to be the creation of 

278 square metres of new / improved learning / training floorspace.  We believe the other 

outputs given – “jobs created / commercial floorspace created” relate to the Digital Hub, but 

clarity is required here.   



ECONOMIC DIMENSION: how could the opportunity and / or challenge be addressed?   

 

Clearly the eCampus would be in a position to quantify training / businesses supported / jobs 

created and safeguarded outputs, and we see this as an important part of the redefinition of 

the project.   

   

How confident are you that the 

forecast level of economic 

outputs are realistic? 

Q6.2 & Annex 
Tab 4 

2 

 

The outputs for new / improved learning / training floorspace are reasonable in their own right, 

but we believe a comprehensive set of outputs that relate solely to the eCampus – trainees 

trained / jobs created / businesses supported for example would make the case more 

persuasive to the LEP.  These should be quantified to March 2027. 

 

To what extent does the project 

contribute to good growth? 
Q6.3 3 

 

The project delivers to 7 / 10 of the good growth outcomes specified by the LEP. 

 

To what extent does the project 

deliver economic, 

environmental or social 

outcomes? 

Q6.4 5 

 

Economic, environmental and social outcomes are all given, and are consistent with the 

nature of the project – additional benefits given being “an increase in the number of 

entrepreneurs starting business in the Hambleton area”, “a reduction in travel and “higher 

level qualifications”.   

 

 

 

Considering the range of 

outputs and outcomes 

delivered, how strong is the 

overall Value for Money case?   

Qs 6.1 6.3, 6.4 
& 6.6 

2 

 

The redefined standalone eCampus project needs to clearly set out relevant outputs to the 

LEP, highlighting the benefits of the investment sought.  As well as the creation of the training 

/ learning floorspace, these should address the numbers of trainees trained, the numbers of 

businesses supported and the number of jobs created, by March 2027. 

 

Economic dimension rating 

Score 21 / 40 It is suggested that a percentage score of 50% or less would be Red, and a score of 70% or more would be Green 
but please use your judgement based on the strength of the dimension.  Obviously, any showstopper issues are 
reflected on accordingly. 

Percentage 52% 

RAG rating Amber 
 



FINANCIAL DIMENSION: how much will the project cost to deliver? 

Appraisal questions Please see… Score Justification of score 

How well developed are the 
costs and the assumptions that 
underpin them?   

Annex Tab 1a & 
1b 

2 

 

Cost information differs throughout the application documentation - ranging from £858,000 in 

Section 6.6 through to £2,991,745 in Tab 1a.  The limited granular budget set out in Tab 1b 

appears to include both the Digital Hub and the eCampus, which as seen above, has been 

advised against on State Aid grounds by DWF Law.  From Section 6.6 and the appended 

“eCampus / Northallerton Viability Gap Assessment” we believe the true costs for the 

eCampus element are between £858,000 and £878,835, which would be reasonable for the 

size of the project given the refurbishment nature of the works.  However, given the lack of a 

breakdown for the eCampus element we are unsure if items are included such as: 

 

 Non recoverable VAT 

 Statutory fees 

 Inflation 

 Fixtures, furniture and equipment. 

 

It is unclear if the £10,000 itemised for an “independent assessment” is for the eCampus alone 

or the wider project including the Digital Hub.   

 

We know from experience VAT can be problematic with education and training projects.  

Consequently, the LEP will require confirmation of the project VAT strategy, particularly if VAT 

will be levied on the operational costs, specifically rent and service charge, and if this is 

acceptable to the HE and FE partners.   

 

 

We are also aware that HE and FE partners frequently have specific fit out requirements and 

it would be useful to know if they have been consulted on these, and given their agreement.     

 

As a final point the floorspace assessment given does not appear to tie in with the plans, and 

this needs to be reconciled. 

 



FINANCIAL DIMENSION: how much will the project cost to deliver? 

How confident are you that the 
budget for the costs is 
appropriate? 

Annex Tab 1b 1 

 

As noted above there is a lack of a granular budget in respect of the eCampus element so it 

is difficult to be precise on the appropriateness of the capital budget.   

 

In general terms we believe the capital budget of £858 – 878,000 should be adequate for a 

refurbishment of this kind, with the reservation identified above over specific issues.  Further 

confusion is introduced by the appended “eCampus / Northallerton Viability Gap Analysis” 

document.  On page 2 this defines the costs as being “financing of £410,000 capital 

investment” and “land acquisition”.  The only evidence of investment included in the project 

documentation is Hambleton District Council, who in Section 3.5 state they “have expended 

in excess of £2.6 million” to date.  It is possible the local authority is seeking interest on this 

investment, which would in any event be ineligible for support as the expenditure had been 

defrayed before the LEP grant application.  Given the application documents include the title 

deeds to the building we are unsure what the land acquisition elements could be referring to.   

 

The “Gap Analysis” document is important, as it was accepted at face value by DWF Law in 

considering the State Aid position.   

 

 

From an operational perspective we feel the immediate occupancy rate of 90% may prove to 

be optimistic.  We do not understand the inclusion of the indicated financing costs of £36,845 

pa - a fully funded capital project should have no financing costs. Indeed, the campus 

operational expenditure presented makes no sense to us.  If the financing costs refer to the 

supposed investment of £410,000 by the local authority this would represent 8.99%. 

    

We welcome the statement in the financial risks section that “any additional costs incurred 

over and above contingencies will be met by the project partners”.   

 

How secure is the match-
funding? 

Q3.2 1 

 

Table 1a shows match funding of £534,979 being provided by the applicant Central 

Northallerton Development Company Limited, (CNDCL) a joint venture between Hambleton 

District Council and Wykeland Properties Ltd.  However, as Table 1a shows the costs for the 



FINANCIAL DIMENSION: how much will the project cost to deliver? 

Digital Hub and the eCampus combined it is unclear how much of this is for the eCampus 

element.  We have not seen the accounts of CNDCL though we note from Table 3 “Summary 

of Accounts” that CNDCL appears to be losing money and has a negative balance sheet. 

Given this the LEP will require assurances from the project partners any investment made will 

be guaranteed and safeguarded.      

 

The DWF Law letter, which considers the “provisional gap forecast we have seen” – a gap 

forecast on which we have reservations as noted above – states that a grant of £675,000 on 

a project of £878,835 is acceptable form a State Aid point of view.   

 

 

Taking this position, the match funding required is £878,835 less £675,000, a total of 

£203,835.  Confirmation that this will be forthcoming from the partners, and in what form is 

required. 

   

If the project has on-going 
costs and income how 
thorough and appropriate does 
the cashflow forecast appear? 
  

Annex Tab 2. 1 

 

The cashflow forecasts included at Tab 2 again reference both the Digital Hub and the 

eCampus projects.  We note that for the eCampus, whilst the rental assumptions seem 

reasonable on face value, these rely entirely on York College and The University of 

Sunderland University, and whilst a letter of support has been included by the University, 

neither party has formally signed up to these rental assumptions, and the LEP will require 

assurances this will be forthcoming. We note both parties are on the project Steering Group, 

and assume this will be a formality - but a necessary one. 

 

The eCampus expenditure again shows “financing”, which has been addressed above, and 

on top of that have only £500 a quarter for “operational costs”.  We respectfully suggest this 

may well prove to be inadequate. 

 

As part of the redefinition of the project to concentrate on the eCampus a new set of credible 

income and expenditure cashflows will need to be produced and signed off by the LEP.  We 

welcome the statement of Section 3.8 “financial risks” that “incomes may fluctuate and this 

will be……supported further if required by CNDCL partners”. 



FINANCIAL DIMENSION: how much will the project cost to deliver? 

        

 
If the project seeks a grant how 
robust is the argument that a 
loan is not appropriate? 
 

Q3.5 5 

 

We believe the case for public sector intervention is made, and that a grant is the appropriate 

instrument. 

If the project seeks a loan is it 
clear what security they can 
offer? 

Q3.5 0 to 5 

 

Not applicable – and not scored. 

 

To what extent will the LEP's 
financial support affect the 
project's scale, timing and / or 
quality? 

Q3.6 4 

 

Section 3,6 again analyses the situation from the perspective of the combined project of the 

Digital Hub and the eCampus.  However, we do accept the argument that “if funding cannot 

be secured now the project will be delayed” with detrimental impacts. 

  

How effectively has the 
applicant identified and 
mitigated financial risks? 

Q3.8 3 

 

The risk register is considered adequate and we welcome the assurances the project partners 

make regarding meeting cost overruns and guaranteeing the operational position of the 

eCampus.  The requirement for further development works and clarification around costs may 

raise additional financial risks.   

 

Financial dimension rating 

Score 17 / 30 It is suggested that a percentage score of 50% or less would be Red, and a score of 70% or more would be Green 
but please use your judgement based on the strength of the dimension.  Obviously, any showstopper issues are 
reflected on accordingly. 

Percentage 57% 

RAG rating Amber 
 

 

  



COMMERCIAL DIMENSION: what tasks need to be completed to deliver the project? 

Appraisal questions Please see… Score Justification of score 

How extensive is the 

identification and timing of 

milestones?  Has the applicant 

provided a timeline for securing 

any outstanding consents and 

permissions? 

Qs 4.1 & 4.2 3 

 

The milestones given are again for the Digital Hub and the eCampus combined, and 

disaggregated milestones are needed for the eCampus alone.  We accept that planning 

permission for change of use will still need to be secured, possibly Listed Building consent, 

and that if full processes for these are followed, this could take up to 12 weeks.  Turning this 

to advantage this timescale would allow the partners to redefine the project and secure the 

full input and commitment of the HE and FE partners to the fit out. 

 

Assuming all consents required to be forthcoming we believe it is perfectly possible to 

complete the project to the LEP deadlines of end of March 2022.  

 

The redefined project needs to be presented to the LEP with revised milestones reflecting 

measurable progress built in.  

 

How confident are you that the 

applicant will manage the 

potential for slippage in 

milestones?   

Q4.3 5 

 

Both partners to the Central Northallerton Development Company Limited, - Hambleton 

District Council and Wykeland Properties Ltd – are extremely experienced in delivering capital 

projects, and we believe they will be able to manage foreseeable slippage.   

 

If the project involves work to a 

site, is it clear how the applicant 

will secure any necessary 

permissions?  

Q4.3 4 

 

As stated above we accept that planning permission for change of use will still need to be 

secured, and that if full processes for these are followed, this could take up to 12 weeks.  Any 

grant from the LEP will be conditional on these consents being secured. 

 

How clear and appropriate is 

the proposed procurement 

approach?   

Q4.5 4 

 

We note from Section 4.5 the description of procurement for the Digital Hub and that “a second 

procurement exercise for the eCampus is now underway” which has been “sent to five suitable 

contractors”.  We also note the “eCampus delivery partner will be procured in a similar fashion” 

with “selection made on the basis of price and quality”. 

 



COMMERCIAL DIMENSION: what tasks need to be completed to deliver the project? 

We also assume the intention is to use existing consultants to evolve the design, and clearly 

the LEP will need to be assured this is compliant with procurement procedures, and there is 

sufficient headroom on the existing contracts. 

      

If there is more than one 

delivery partner involved in the 

delivery of this project, is their 

role clear? 

Q4.6 4 

 

Roles are set out clearly in Section 4.6.  Both York College and the University of Sunderland 

need to formally confirm they are happy to participate, and that the rents assigned to them 

are acceptable. 

   

To what extent does the 

applicant demonstrate that they 

will successfully manage any 

contractual relationships?   

Q4.6 5 

 

We are confident the management team have the skills and experience to manage contractual 

relationships. 

 

How effectively has the 

applicant identified and 

mitigated non-financial risks? 

Q4.7 3 

 

Non-financial risks are competently analysed, and whilst we accept the risk “one of our project 

partners decides to withdraw from the project” is included, the entire sustainable position of 

the project is reliant on the HE and FE partners signing up, and formal written confirmation of 

this will be required by the LEP.  

 



How confident are you that the 

applicant has a State Aid 

compliant approach? 

Q3.7 1 

As highlighted in the Project Summary, the application documentation refers throughout to the 

project being a combination of the Digital Hub and the eCampus.  Yet the State Aid expert 

opinion of DWF Law specifically advises against this saying: 

 

 “it is critical …. that the costs of the project are separate from other investments within the 

broader site that have already benefitted from public support (no costs should be counted 

twice against different exemptions)” DWF Law letter of 07 July 2020. 

 

 “I have noted the discrepancy in costs ……it is important it is very clear in the application 

audit trail that you are seeking the 675k aid here against the specific eCampus costs 

only…..can I stress that this point must be transparent from what you submit to the LEP” 

email from Jonathan Branton Partner DWF Law LLP 07 July 2020. 

 

The project as submitted is clearly therefore in danger of being seen as non-compliant with 

State Aid.  To address these issues, we believe the project requires a far clearer definition if 

it is to be considered for LEP funding.  From the State Aid advice, it is clear the eCampus is 

the priority and suggest that the redefinition takes this as a starting point, and the partners 

outline the costs, funding, outputs and delivery plan solely for this, in a project that can be 

delivered to the LEP deadline of March 2022.   

 



COMMERCIAL DIMENSION: what tasks need to be completed to deliver the project? 

How strong is the evidence to 

support the market demand 

justification for this project? 

Qs 2.4 & 3.4 2 

 

Section 2.4 analyses demand in the context of the “employment Land review undertaken for 

the Local Plan by GL Hearn”. This relates to the Digital Hub only. Section 3.4 states “income 

for the eCampus is rental charged to the delivery partner” – in other words York College and 

the University of Sunderland, “who will generate their income from course fees”.  At no point 

is there any mention of any direct consultation with local communities / people / businesses 

to assess if demand is there for the HE and FE provision. 

 

To what extent do you think that 

the project is commercially 

feasible?  Can the project 

continue beyond the grant-

funded period?   

Qs 2.4 & 3.4 & 
Annex Tab 2 

4 

Notwithstanding the need for new income and expenditure assumptions relating solely to the 

eCampus, in principle the project should be sustainable if both York College and the 

University of Sunderland (or others) sign up to the levels of rental included in the project 

assumptions.  This is why their confirmation is vitally important – this would also mean they 

have undertaken their own assessment of demand from people and business in Hambleton, 

and concluded this is sufficient to justify their expenditure.  The length of their participation 

also needs confirmation, and depending on this, a viable exit strategy is required for the LEP 

investment. 

 

Commercial dimension 
rating 

Score 35 / 50 It is suggested that a percentage score of 50% or less would be Red, and a score of 70% or more would be Green 
but please use your judgement based on the strength of the dimension.  Obviously, any showstopper issues are 
reflected on accordingly. 

Percentage 70 

RAG rating Amber 
 

 

MANAGEMENT DIMENSION: How will the project be managed? 

Appraisal questions 
Please 
see… 

Score Justification of score 

What level of relevant skills and experience do the key 
individuals have that will manage the project? 

Q5.1 5 

 

We are confident the key individuals identified have the skills and 

experience to manage the project. 

 



How effective does the overall project management approach 
appear?  Are accountability lines clear? 

Q5.2 5 

 

We are confident the project management approach will be 

effective, and that accountability lines are clear. Formal 

confirmation of the involvement of York College and the University 

of Sunderland on the operational side will strengthen these 

arrangements.   

How much confidence is built that the team will deliver the 
project to time and budget? 

Q5.3 5 

 

We are confident the team will be able to deliver to time and 

budget, once a considered and clearly defined project has been 

established. 

 

Management dimension rating 

Score 15 / 15 It is suggested that a percentage score of 50% or less would be Red, and a score 
of 70% or more would be Green but please use your judgement based on the 
strength of the dimension.  Obviously, any showstopper issues are reflected on 
accordingly. 

Percentage 100% 

RAG rating Green 
 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusion:  we accept that the aim of the eCampus element of the Northallerton Digital Hub, to provide better choices in post 16 education and training 

for local people, both addresses local needs and is supportive of the LEP Strategy.  However as has been seen the decision to combine the eCampus with 

the current Digital Hub goes against legal advice on State Aid, and runs the very real risk of being considered non State Aid compliant at audit.  To address 

these issues, the project requires a far clearer definition if it is to be considered for LEP funding.  From the State Aid advice alone it is clear the eCampus 

is the priority for the project and suggest that the redefinition takes this as a starting point, and the partners outline the costs, funding, outputs and delivery 

plan solely for this, in a project that can be delivered to the LEP deadline of March 2022 taking into account: 

 Clear project description and definition – what, where and when 

 Costs and a comprehensive granular budget of all eligible items including VAT strategy / statutory fees / inflation / fixtures, furniture and equipment 

 Comprehensive outputs for the standalone eCampus including trainees trained / business supported / jobs created to March 2027 

 Set of notated plans reconciled with the revised budget 

 Confirmation of eligible match funding from the partners 

 Guarantee from the partners on the position of CNDCL, the applicant, which appears to be losing money 

 Revised income and expenditure profiles with all assumptions 

 Confirmation York College and the University of Sunderland will be delivery partners and are happy with the rental assumptions assigned to them 

 Confirmation York College and the University of Sunderland have been consulted with, and advised on, the fit out of the eCampus 



 Revised GANNT Chart with milestones for delivery to March 2022 

 Confirmation that necessary planning permission and other statutory approvals has been granted  

 Confirmation of all procurement issues and that this is compliant with standard public sector procurement procedures 

 Exit strategy regarding the LEP investment 

 Refreshed independent assessment of the new eCampus project compliance with State Aid legislation 

Recommendation:  provisional approval subject to resolution of the issues highlighted above. 

 

Tolerances: 

If monthly or quarterly reports from the sponsor show that the project is exceeding these tolerances then approval needs to be sought that the 
LEP agree to this change and will issue a variation to the Funding Agreement. 

Cost: 10% increase in predicted capital costs. 

Timescales: Capital delivery financially complete by March 2022. 

Outputs: Achieved by March 2027. 

Appendix 1 – Agreed cost and funding tables:  please note – all final costs and funding to be agreed. 

 

Capital costs 
2019/20 2020/21 

Totals 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Other         

Fees         

Construction         

Other         

         

Totals         

 

Funding sources 
2019/20 2020/21 

Totals 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

LEP         

SBC         

Other         

Other         

Other         

Totals         

 

 



Appendix 2 – Agreed output and outcome tables: please note all final outputs to be agreed 
 

LGF Outputs 
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

to 
2024/25 

Totals 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Jobs created or safeguarded           

Apprenticeships          
Housing Units completed          
Number of new homes with new or improved fibre optic 
provision 

         

Commercial floorspace created          
Commercial floorspace refurbished          
Commercial floorspace occupied          
Commercial Broadband Access          

Number of enterprises receiving grant support          
Number of enterprises receiving financial support other 
than grants 

         

Number of enterprises receiving non-financial support          
Area of Land with reduced likelihood of flooding as a 
result of the project 

         

Reduced Flood Risk Homes          
Reduced Flood Risk Commercial          

Area of new or improved learning/training floorspace       278  278 
Prior Estate Grade          
Post Completion Estate Grade          
Floorspace rationalisation          
Number of New Learners Assisted           
Specialist equipment          
Non-specialist equipment          

Length of Road Resurfaced          
Length of Newly Built Road this period          
Length New Cycle Ways This Period          

Totals          

 

 

 



Other outputs 
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

to 
2024/25 

Totals 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

          
          
          

          
          
          
          
          

          
          

Totals          

 
 

Indirect outputs and outcomes 

Please name the outcome that could be used to evaluate the project 

Please name the outcome that could be used to evaluate the project 

Please name the outcome that could be used to evaluate the project 

Please name the outcome that could be used to evaluate the project 

Please name the outcome that could be used to evaluate the project 

 

Appendix 3 – Milestone tables: 
 

What are the keys tasks that the applicant has completed, and needs to complete, before the project can commence? 
Tasks  Target date Status 

 Confirmation of outstanding matters. September 2020 Not Commenced 

    

    

   

   

   

   



 

What are the keys milestones after the project has started that could be used to measure your progress? 
Tasks  Target date Status 

 To be developed by applicant as part of the above.  
September / 

October 2021 
Not Commenced. 

    

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

 

 



 

Item 5c 
    

 
York & North Yorkshire Local Enterprise Partnership 

Infrastructure and Joint Assets Board 

24 September 2020  

Getting Building Fund (North Yorkshire Digital Infrastructure Programme)  

Report of the LGF Programme Manager 

1.0  Purpose of the Report 
  

1.1 This report is presented to the Infrastructure & Joint Assets Board for consideration of the 
project put forward by North Yorkshire County Council (NYCC) for funding support from the 
Getting Building Fund (GBF). 
 

1.2 The North Yorkshire Digital Infrastructure Programme is seeking GBF support of £3 million to 
deliver digital infrastructure activity across 3 interrelated components that will build on existing 
investment of the North Yorkshire Local Full Fibre Network (LFFN) programme.  
 

1.3 However, the initial request received from NYCC for GBF support was in the sum of £5million, but 
due to the indicative allocation for this LEP area, and as this project is scaleable, it was agreed to 
reduce the initial project proposals to be accommodated within the lower amount of £3million. 
This would still enable significant delivery across the area to be achieved.  
 

1.4 Therefore, as well as the decision on the £3 million to enable the project to proceed as presented, 
the Board is requested to consider agreement in principle to increasing the amount of GBF 
allocated to the project up to a maximum of £5 million. This would enable the GBF programme to 
managed effectively, should any there be any capacity in the programme as projects progress 
through delivery.  
 

1.5 In the event that there is capacity in the programme, any proposed increases to the GBF 
allocation to the North Yorkshire Digital Infrastructure Programme will be reported to the Board, 
and value for money assessments undertaken to inform recommendations.  
 

 
2.0  Background 

 
2.1 Digital connectivity is the cornerstone of the transformation of the region and the way its 

economy works. High quality and widespread digital infrastructure are essential to the growth 
of the North Yorkshire economy, both because of the general trend towards digital business 
and service delivery, rural geography and relatively dispersed population, which can make 
physical access between settlements or to major centres slow and difficult.  

 
2.2 This challenge has been recognised at a strategic level and the opportunity identified by this 

project will deliver digital infrastructure across the North Yorkshire geographical area. The 
project will deliver activity across 3 interrelated components:   

 North Yorkshire wide Internet of Things (IoT) network to enable new innovations and 
SMART solutions delivering new services for Health, Tourism, Agriculture, and 
Highways.  



 

 Town Centre WIFI to enable new town centre services and help support businesses in 
the light of Covid 19 

 Business Park LFFN investment to enable fibre connectivity to businesses on rural 
business parks to deliver faster connectivity.   

 
2.2 Several potential options have been considered for the delivery of the project. These range 

from the NYCC preferred option of delivery of the three interrelated projects across the whole 
of North Yorkshire including investment fund for sensors. Other options focused on a 
reduced geographical coverage or focus on a single component bringing one of the 
technology infrastructures to fruition. The option presented is a reduced programme of the 
NYCC preferred option that focuses on the infrastructure elements which give the most 
benefit within a reduced budget.  

 
2.3 The original submission envisaged a NYCC preferred option (costing £5m) which would 

deliver full infrastructure on IoT, Town Centre WIFI, and broadband to Business Parks across 
the county. The proposal would also have delivered an innovation fund to deliver large scale 
adoption of sensors to deliver innovation and business benefits. This option has the highest 
cost measure (£5m) but also delivers across all 3 technologies and delivers the most 
coverage on the business park element.  

 
2.4 Through discussions with NYCC around the available funding from the GBF a revised option 

costing £3million has been developed. This option offers a reduced programme focussing on 
the infrastructure elements which give the most benefit while reducing the size of the 
innovation fund for sensors and reducing the scope of the business park support. This 
approach keeps the integrity of the overall programme and wider benefits to the North 
Yorkshire area in delivering the digital infrastructure. This option also offers the optimal value 
in terms of benefits to be gained from the available capital funding, and the project is 
scaleable to the NYCC preferred option.   

 
2.5 The project will be delivered through the NYCC broadband company (NYnet Ltd). NYnet is 

the delivery agent for both the Superfast North Yorkshire (SFNY) and the Local Full Fibre 
Network (LFFN) projects currently being delivered across the region.  

 

2.6 The project has a strong fit with priorities of digital connectivity, modernising town centres 
and growth & jobs set out in key local and regional policies and strategies. It directly delivers 
against Priority 1 of the YNY Local Industrial Strategy, and will play a big role in delivering 
against the priority theme of digital connectivity, in the Mayoral Deal for Devolution in York 
and North Yorkshire, Future market town and Covid-19 economic recovery work. 

 
3.0 Project Appraisal  
 
3.1  The project has been subject to independent appraisal by Focus. The detailed appraisal report is 

contained in Annex A, and an overview of scoring assessment (Table 1) and appraisal 
recommendations (Table 2) is shown below. At the time of writing, responses to most of the 
issues raised at appraisal have been provided to a satisfactory standard, and have been added to 
the relevant sections in the Project Appraisal Report at Annex A. The Project Team will attend the 
Board meeting to enable these issues to be considered in more detail, as necessary 

 
Table 1: Appraisal Scores 
 

 RAG Rating Score % 

Strategic Dimension Green 19/25 76% 



 

Economic Dimension Amber 24/40 60% 

Financial Dimension Red 10/30 33% 

Commercial Dimension Red 25/50 50% 

Management Dimension Green 15/15 100% 

 
Table 2: Appraisal Recommendation 
 

Recommendation provisional approval subject to resolution of the issues 
(below). 
 

 Clear project description and definition – what, where 
and when 

 Costs and a comprehensive granular budget of all 
eligible items 

 Strategy for VAT / contingency / inflation and all 
necessary eligible fees 

 Confirmation how any legal issues will be dealt with – 
by the Council legal team or others 

 Match funding from the partners 

 Core Government / LEP outputs to sit alongside those 
already offered 

 Operational income and expenditure profile 

 Confirmation North Yorkshire County Council will 
underwrite any and all capital cost overruns. 

 Confirmation North Yorkshire County Council will 
underwrite the operational project 

 Exit strategy for the LEP investment / how this 
investment will be safeguarded / how the project will 
continue after the LEP grant assisted phase 

 Relevant risk registers 

 Measurable milestones 

 Procurement strategy – both in respect of NYCC and 
NYnet and for NYnet suppliers 

 Independent State Aid assessment 

 
3.2 A further assessment of the responses (as included in Annex A) from the Project Team to the 

issues raised by the appraisal, has concluded that these have addressed the majority of issues in 

sufficient detail, to enable a conditional approval to be recommended to the Board. However, 

further development will continue and be reported at the Board meeting.   

 
4.0 Corporate and Strategic Implications 

 

Legal Funding Agreement will be required 
subject to approval 

Financial Allocation from GBF confirmed by 
MHCLG 

Governance and Assurance Process compliant with Assurance 
Framework   

Equalities Not Applicable 

Data Protection and Privacy Not Applicable 



 

Communications and Engagement All projects will be publicised in 
accordance with Communication 
Strategies of this LEP, the project 
sponsors, and MHCLG 

Business & Innovation Will enable business to innovate 
with new technology to drive internal 
benefits but also to create new 
markets and products. Supports the 
economic changes in our region 
under a “new normal” post-COVID, 
such as shifting attitudes toward 
increased demand for digitised 
services from the private and public 
sector. 

Low Carbon & Environment Will reduce impact in the 
environment. Increase of Town 
Centre Wi-Fi will encourage more 
flexible working and enable people 
to work from rural locations when 
the office base may be in other 
cities. 

Places Targets town centres, which are 
forecast to be hardest hit by Covid 
19 and fits with reshaping the future 
of towns. Access to WIFI within 
Town Centre will support business in 
light of COVID and also to enable 
new retail innovation to emerge. 

Skills & Employability The project will also enable access 
to those who have been digital 
excluded enabling citizens to 
connect to Council, Government and 
Health services which are rapidly 
transiting online. 

  
5.0 Recommendations  
 
5.1 Subject to consideration by the Board of the responses from NYCC to the issues identified at 

appraisal set out in Annex A, the Infrastructure and Joint Assets Board is requested to approve 

support of £3 million GBF for the North Yorkshire Digital Infrastructure Programme. 

5.2 That prior to the project proceeding to Funding Agreement stage, further development is 

undertaken by the NYCC Project Team on:  

 any remaining issues from the project appraisal; and  

 the State Aid issues identified to ensure that compliance can be demonstrated. 

 

5.3 In addition to the measurable outputs identified in the project proposal, that the Project is required 

to undertake an impact assessment report to consider additional benefits and outcomes of the 

investment.  



 

5.4 The Board is requested to consider agreement in principle to increasing the amount of GBF 

allocated to the project up to a maximum of £5 million. This would enable the GBF programme to 

be managed effectively, should there be any capacity in the programme. Any proposed increases 

to the GBF allocation to the North Yorkshire Digital Infrastructure Programme will be reported to 

the Board, and value for money assessments undertaken to inform recommendations. 

  
6.0 Additional Information  
 
6.1  Annex A – Project Appraisal Report  
 
6.2 Contact:  
 

Name/Title: Ian Collins 

Contact: ian.collins@businessinspiredgrowth.com 
07773 637935 

 

 

mailto:ian.collins@businessinspiredgrowth.com
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Annex A:      Item 6 (iii) 
 

York and North Yorkshire Local Enterprise Partnership  
 

Detailed Appraisal Report (NY DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE) 
 

 

Project name: North Yorkshire Digital Infrastructure 

Project Summary 

with Initial 

Appraisal 

Comments  

 

 

Project Summary:  the strategic aim of the North Yorkshire County Council Digital Infrastructure project is to address the issues 

set out in Section 1.1 that “the coverage of our region’s fibre broadband significantly lags behind the rest of the country…….with a 

significant risk that our economy is ‘left behind’”.  Within this there is also a need to “rebalance the relationship between urban and 

rural communities” and to “lead the way in rural applications of digital technology”. This project will address this through 3 

workstreams of Internet of Things / Public Wi-Fi / Extension of the North Yorkshire Full Fibre network (LLFN). 

 

Initial Appraisal Comments:  we accept the strategic aim of the project, and that the application documentation was pulled 

together to meet the tight deadlines of the “Getting Building Fund”.  However, under the strategic aim the rest of the application 

documentation lacks clarity as exactly how the project is defined to achieve its overall aim.  There are also confusing contradictory 

statements – for example Section 1.2 states “the infrastructure exists, it will simply be a case of deploying transmitters and 

receivers” whereas the risk analysis states “the availability of infrastructure will be the biggest requirement”.  The Options Appraisal 

considers six options to conclude that none are optimal but that “a revised option 6 has been developed” that offers “a reduced 

programme focussing on the infrastructure elements that give the most benefit”.  The revised option 6 is not though defined.  

Section 4.4 states “work streams could include” LLFN Business Park extension / Town Centre Wi-Fi and IoT, but an examination 

of Table 1b cost breakdown then seems to show no allowance for the Business Park element.  Section 3.4 states “a financial return 

on the infrastructure will be required”, Section 3.8 states “no income has been budgeted for” yet Table 3 shows significant profits 

being made. 

 

Section 5.1 provides a Table of Core Outputs to be achieved up to March 2025.  We suggest taking this as a starting point, the 

project presents a clearly defined programme of activity that can be achieved with LEP funding to the deadline of March 2022 

which is consistent with the overall strategic objective, and defines what, when and where.         

https://www.businessinspiredgrowth.com/
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This appraisal involved a review of the Business Case and supporting documentation submitted on August 14th 2020, supplemented 

with discussions and queries where appropriate.   All material is taken at face value.      

 

Please confirm that you have read the Gateway Review and you agree that….   

The application is complete and includes all the supporting documents you need; and, Partial If you have answered no then please inform Adrian 

Green of any concerns you have before commencing 

the appraisal The application appears to be eligible and has a compliant State Aid approach.  No 

 

STRATEGIC DIMENSION: what is the opportunity and/or challenge being addressed?   

Appraisal questions 
Please 
see… Score Justification of score 

S1. How clearly is the challenge and / or 

opportunity articulated and supported by 

evidence?   

Q1.1 5 

The challenge is identified as “the coverage of our region’s fibre broadband 

significantly lags behind the rest of the country……. with a significant risk that our 

economy is ‘left behind’”.  Within this there is also a need to “rebalance the 

relationship between urban and rural communities” and to “lead the way in rural 

applications of digital technology”.  

 

Section 1.1 states “high quality and widespread digital infrastructure are essential 

to the growth of the North Yorkshire economy, both because of the general trend 

towards digital business and service delivery, rural geography and relatively 

dispersed population……digital connectivity is the cornerstone of the 

transformation of the region”. 

S2. How well supported is the need to 

address the challenge and/or opportunity 

by national and/or local policy including the 

SEP? 

Q1.3 4 

Section 1.4 relates the project to the North Yorkshire Digital Strategy.  Whilst there 

is no specific relationship made to the LEP Strategy the project does address the 

following that are LEP Priorities: 

 

 Driving up business productivity 

 Environmental resilience 

 Air quality and emission challenges  

 Skills  
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STRATEGIC DIMENSION: what is the opportunity and/or challenge being addressed?   

S3. How effectively does the proposed 

project link to other activity in the LEP area? 
Q2.6 3 

No specific relationship to any other LEP investment is made, though Section 2.6 

references EU funded projects in Malton, Helmsley and Pickering, and a further 

project between NYCC and Harrogate Borough to deliver a Wi-Fi and SMART 

network for Harrogate, Knaresborough and Ripon. 

S4. How extensive is the consultation 

undertaken by the applicant with relevant 

stakeholders and potential beneficiaries? 

Q1.4 3 

Section 1.4 references engagement through the North Yorkshire Digital Strategy 

with “7 Local Area Committees”, “the voluntary and community sector provided by 

Community First North Yorkshire”, receiving “positive feedback”.  No direct 

engagement with local communities of businesses seems to have been carried out. 

S5. How strong is the logic that addressing 

the challenge and / or opportunity will 

deliver benefits compared to a do-nothing 

scenario? 

Qs 1.2 & 1.5 4 

We accept the strategic case put forward at Sections 1.2 and 1.5 that there is a 

need for public sector intervention in digital infrastructure to secure social and 

economic benefits for the communities of North Yorkshire, and that this will not be 

achieved by a “do nothing” option.      

Strategic dimension rating 

Score 19 / 25 It is suggested that a percentage score of 50% or less would be Red, and a score of 70% or more 
would be Green but please use your judgement based on the strength of the dimension. Obviously, 
any showstopper issues are reflected on accordingly.  

Percentage 76% 

RAG rating Green 
 

ECONOMIC DIMENSION: how could the opportunity and/or challenge be addressed?   

Appraisal questions 
Please 
see… 

Score 
awarded 

Justification of score 

E1. How relevant are the identified Critical 

Success Factors that the applicant has used 

to score options? 

Q2.1 5 
Critical success factors are given as “deliverability”, “capability” “cost”, and 

“coverage”. These are all directly relevant to the project and the LEP. 

E2. How effective and thorough is the 

analysis of three options?  Have costs and 

output estimates been provided?  

Q2.2 4 

Six options are considered – “Full Coverage” / “Geographic Roll Out” / “IoT Network” 

/ “Town Centre Wi-Fi” / “LLFN Business Park Extension” / “Infrastructure Coverage”.  

These are essentially an examination of each of the proposed work streams within 

the project individually, and an assessment of the likely benefits of roll out to different 

geographic areas.  High level costs and outputs for each option have been provided. 

E3. How well supported is the applicant's 

assertion that the preferred option is the 
Qs 2.3 & 2.4 1 

The Options Appraisal considers six options to conclude that none are optimal but 

that “a revised option 6 has been developed” that offers “a reduced programme 

focussing on the infrastructure elements that give the most benefit”.  The revised 
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ECONOMIC DIMENSION: how could the opportunity and/or challenge be addressed?   

most effective approach to addressing the 

challenge and/or opportunity?   

option 6 is not though defined.  It states that “alternative funding will be sought for 

the sensors and business parks” – which appears to be consistent with Table 1b 

which does not identify specific funding for the business parks, but inconsistent with 

the remainder of the project description that does include these parks. 

E4. To what extent does the project deliver 

Local Growth Fund outputs, or other 

economic outputs?  

Q6.1 & 
Annex Tab 4 

2 

No Government / LEP outputs are given.  Non-Government outputs are defined as: 

 

 16 towns covered with Wi-Fi 

 6 Business Parks with 1Gb Internet access 

 493 businesses with 1Gb internet access 

 95% geographical coverage of Internet of Things 

 

Given the importance in the narrative to providing connectivity to communities and 

businesses to address economic and social issues, as well as reducing flooding, we 

believe the project would be strengthened by quantifying outputs for these that are 

directly relevant to the LEP strategy.   

E5. How confident are you that the forecast 

level of economic outputs are realistic? 

Q6.2 & 
Annex Tab 4 

2 
The outputs given are reasonable in their own right, but as stated above, lack the 

impact on the LEP strategy that could be expected of a grant request of £3,000,000. 

E6. To what extent does the project 

contribute to good growth? 
Q6.3 3 The project delivers to 7 / 10 of the good growth outcomes specified by the LEP. 

E7. To what extent does the project deliver 

economic, environmental or social 

outcomes? 

Q6.4 5 

Economic, environmental and social outcomes are all given, and are consistent with 

the nature of the project – additional benefits given being “fostering the retention of 

businesses in the region” and “supporting the economic changes in our region under 

a ‘new normal’ post Covid” and “improved well being”. 

E8. Considering the range of outputs and 

outcomes delivered, how strong is the 

overall Value for Money case?   

Qs 6.1 6.3, 
6.4 & 6.6 

2 
The project needs to address the Government / LEP outputs to allow a meaningful 

value for money assessment, and comparison to competing LEP projects. We accept 
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ECONOMIC DIMENSION: how could the opportunity and/or challenge be addressed?   

that providing improved connectivity to towns and business parks is a significant 

strategic benefit. 

Economic dimension rating 

Score 24 / 40 It is suggested that a percentage score of 50% or less would be Red, and a score of 70% or more would 
be Green but please use your judgement based on the strength of the dimension.  Obviously any 
showstopper issues are reflected on accordingly. 

Percentage 60% 

RAG rating Amber 
 

FINANCIAL DIMENSION: how much will the project cost to deliver? 

Appraisal questions 
Please 
see… 

Score Justification of score 

F1. How well developed are the costs 
and the assumptions that underpin 
them?   

Annex Tab 
1a & 1b 

2 

No detailed granular budget has been provided.  As noted above it is unclear from Table 

1b if the business park element has been included or not – only elements for IOT and Wifi 

are specifically referenced. At the same time there appear to be omissions – the narrative 

states work will be required on wayleaves and other related legal matters yet no costs 

seem to be included for these.  Potentially necessary statutory fees are similarly missing.  

No costs appear to be included for contingency or any inflation, and the VAT status of the 

expenditure is uncertain.  Given the nature of the project there also appears the possibility 

of compensation sums being required to deliver to an exacting timescale.   

 

Finally, although not specifically stated, we believe the fee costs may include the time of 

officers of the County Council which are ineligible for LEP grant.      

NYCC Response: 

Additional financial commentary has been added as an appendix to the business case. This gives more details on the costs.  

Specific points  

LFFN extension costs are under “construction” 

Wayleaves – No costs anticipated as all equipment will be on public owned assets 

Legal costs – NYCC internal legal used, costs included as salaries in Fees 

VAT – all VAT will be recovered by either NYCC or NYnet 

Compensation sums – no compensation sums have been included. 

No fees included for time of officers of the County Council  
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FINANCIAL DIMENSION: how much will the project cost to deliver? 

F2. How confident are you that the 
budget for the costs is appropriate? 

Annex Tab 
1b 

1 

With the lack of clarity over the project definition it is impossible to be confident the costs 

are appropriate.  Given the nature of the project it is clear that “something can be done” in 

the timescales the LEP is working with and the applicant needs to consider what is 

practically possible in the period up to March 2022 and then clearly redefine the project 

from there. 

 

In addition, the LEP will require North York County Council to formally confirm they will be 

responsible for any and all capital cost overruns. 

 

NYCC Response: 

Project is to deliver wifi to 16 market town, an IoT network to the area of North Yorkshire with a build out of fibre to business parks as the funding will allow, 

the original bid was for £5m and has been adjusted on the advice of the LEP. Any spare capital can be utilised to build to more business parks.  

The costs have been calculated from similar projects the team have worked with and have had sight of in the development of the broader NY Digital Strategy.  

 

It is the view of the project that the equipment can be purchased and subsequently rolled out, if there is a project slippage then equipment has already been 

purchased and it will be the cost of installing which will be left for NYCC/NYnet to complete. The business parks consist of physical dig which is a continuation 

of the LLFN project so costs are clearly understood and defined.  

F3. How secure is the match-funding? Q3.2 0 

There is no match funding, the current request is for 100% of the project costs to be met 

by the LEP.   

 

We note the project aims to cover 16 towns, and multiple business parks across a number 

of local authority areas.  Given the benefits that will flow from the project we do not think it 

unreasonable for these to be expected to make at least a modest contribution alongside 

the County Council, who consistently state how high a priority this is throughout the 

application, and even NYnet, who appear to making significant profits as evidenced in 

Table 3.    

NYCC Response: 

No match funding has been proposed. The project uses the existing NYnet network and internet feeds. The costs of using the NYnet network are not able to 

be apportioned to the increases following the deployment of the 3 projects.  
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FINANCIAL DIMENSION: how much will the project cost to deliver? 

The 3 projects all utilise the NYnet full fibre network, the cost of which is £15.1m plus £3m contribution from NYnet. Table 3 was the template and is not 

required as the bid is led by NYCC. There is no evidence that whilst a public wifi network is a benefit that it will generate profits and NYCC/NYnet’s contribution 

will be in maintaining the network for the benefit of residents and businesses  

F4. If the project has on-going costs and 
income how thorough and appropriate 
does the cashflow forecast appear? 
  

Annex Tab 
2. 

0 

This is impossible to assess on the basis of the information provided.  Section 3.4 states 

“a financial return on the infrastructure will be required”, Section 3.8 states “no income has 

been budgeted for”, Table 2 “Cashflow Forecast” is blank, yet Table 3 shows significant 

profits being made. 

The LEP will require North Yorkshire County Council to formally confirm they will 

underwrite the operational position of the project. This is particularly important as Section 

3.4 states “a financial return on the infrastructure will be required to refresh infrastructure 

assets…. failure to secure an income may inhibit the project to continue beyond the life of 

the purchased assets”.  Given the short life of technology equipment there is, as things 

stand, a strong possibility the considerable LEP investment will be redundant in a few short 

years.  This needs to be a key consideration for the refreshed project, with a worked up 

exit strategy.    

NYCC Response: 

Table 3 is not required as NYCC is a public sector organisation. The figures included where from the template.  

 

No income has been recognised from the project. Is it not envisaged that Public Wi-Fi will generate income immediately but as with all public sector wifi 

projects costs such as refresh of the technology and backhaul will need to be balanced with the delivery of the wider public good. . IoT will generate income 

initially from public bodies such as NYCC but the profile is uncertain at this moment until the network is launched.  

The projects are based on NYCC / NYnet’s deployment of the Full Fibre Network, which is a dark fibre network connection onto NYnet’s existing network.  

The costs will be incremental to the NYnet network and will be borne by NYnet as part of their business as usual costs. 

F5. If the project seeks a grant how 
robust is the argument that a loan is not 
appropriate? 
 

Q3.5 5 
We believe the case for public sector intervention is made, and that a grant is the 

appropriate instrument. 

F6. If the project seeks a loan is it clear 
what security they can offer? 

Q3.5 0 to 5 Not applicable – and not scored. 

F7. To what extent will the LEP's 
financial support affect the project's 
scale, timing and/or quality? 

Q3.6 1 

Given the lack of any match funding the project is entirely reliant on LEP support.  The 

Risk Assessment states that if LEP support is not forthcoming “the project would not 

proceed under its current iteration” and that “the options appraisal sets out several options 
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FINANCIAL DIMENSION: how much will the project cost to deliver? 

for operating under a reduced budget” inferring some resources are available in the event 

no LEP support is forthcoming, resources that could potentially be used for match funding. 

NYCC Response: 

Without the LEP support, the projects would only be forthcoming in a patchwork manner as funding is released from existing projects, and enabling efficiencies 

of data gathering and management to release future funding for projects.  

F8. How effectively has the applicant 
identified and mitigated financial risks? 

Q3.8 1 

The risk register reflects the lack of project definition that has been a feature throughout.  

It states “coverage and capacity can be adjusted to cope with a shortage of capital”, 

“shortfalls in operational budgets will be managed across the business” and that “no 

income has been budgeted during the initial 18 months”.   

 

Instead of this sliding scale approach the partners need to confirm to the LEP what they 

can achieve up to March 2022 and then define the project in this light, with outputs the LEP 

would expect to see.  The risk register could then be properly redone in the light of this.  

NYCC Response: 

The wording in the project bid documents reflects the options that were requested. The bid for £3m and the outputs in the business case reflects the scale 

that can be achieved for the funds. We wanted to highlight the impact that any funding shortfall would have on the project.  

Financial dimension rating 

Score 10 / 30 It is suggested that a percentage score of 50% or less would be Red, and a score of 70% or more would be 
Green but please use your judgement based on the strength of the dimension.  Obviously, any showstopper 
issues are reflected on accordingly. 

Percentage 33% 

RAG rating Red 
 

COMMERCIAL DIMENSION: what tasks need to be completed to deliver the project? 

Appraisal questions 
Please 

see… 
Score Justification of score 

C1. How extensive is the identification and 

timing of milestones?  Has the applicant 

provided a timeline for securing any 

outstanding consents and permissions? 

Qs 4.1 & 4.2 1 

No GANNT chart has been provided, and the milestones given in the application 

documentation state a start in August 2020, with no defined finish date.  There is 

already therefore inevitable slippage, the full extent of which is currently undefined. 

The application states the partners have a long track record of securing permissions 

and dealing with wayleaves and the like and we accept this.   
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COMMERCIAL DIMENSION: what tasks need to be completed to deliver the project? 

The redefined project needs to be presented to the LEP with revised milestones 

reflecting measurable progress built in.  

NYCC Response: 

A High level Gannt Chart has subsequently been provided.  

C2. How confident are you that the 

applicant will manage the potential for 

slippage in milestones?   

Q4.3 3 

In the absence of a defined project this is impossible to judge, however we do note the 

long track record of NYCC.  We also note the long track record of North Yorkshire 

County Council working successfully with NYnet on projects of this nature, and take 

comfort in this regard. 

NYCC Response: 

All 3 projects utilise the Local Full Fibre Network (LFFN) currently being deployed by NYnet. Approximately 80% of the core infrastructure has been deployed 

and it has a target completion date of 31st March 2021.   

  

Should there be any delay in the start of the build phase the LFFN business park component would provide headroom in the current LFFN deployment 

contract and will not be subject to a procurement exercise. The business park extension project can easily be added to the existing contract that NYnet has 

with its existing subcontractor as it fits within the scope of the procurement and headroom. Because of this it is very unlikely we would encounter any 

procurement or contractual slippage. 

For both IoT and Public Wi-Fi projects, as well as utilising the existing core network NYnet intends using existing public sector infrastructure either already 

connected to the NYnet network such as council offices, libraries, schools etc or those close to the network such as lamp posts or CCTV structures.  In both 

cases the physical placement of equipment and construction will be minimal and, in most cases, carried out on by NYCC. It is our belief that any short 

delays can easily be accommodated in the programme.   

C3. If the project involves work to a site, is 

it clear how the applicant will secure any 

necessary permissions?  

Q4.3 3 

The application states the partners have a long track record of securing permissions 

and dealing with wayleaves and the like and we accept this.  We have though made 

the point that no fees for legal support appear to feature in the project cashflows – 

presumably this is undertaken by North Yorkshire Council officers but his will need to 

be confirmed. 

NYCC Response: 

As part of the LFFN project NYnet now has a mature process for permission applications for both wayleaves and Highways notices.  We have extensive 

experience of making the applications and obtaining approval. In addition, NYnet has applied for Code Powers from OFCOM which will give NYnet utility 

status for highways works and wayleaves thereby making it much easier to dig roads and pavements as necessary.  

  

Legal services will be provided by the NYCC legal team. There is no intention to provide compensation for wayleaves, as the assets are on public sector 

land, providing benefits to the public sector.  
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COMMERCIAL DIMENSION: what tasks need to be completed to deliver the project? 

C4. How clear and appropriate is the 

proposed procurement approach?   
Q4.5 3 

Section 4.5 states “the project will be run under NYCC procurement processes”.  We 

understand NYCC will be the accountable body, will pass the grant monies of the LEP 

to NYnet to deliver, and that NYnet will then use a range of supplies such as SCD Ltd, 

mentioned in the documentation.  We note the statement “the existing LFFN contract 

legally procured on an open procurement basis has sufficient head room within the 

contract to deliver the required build for the business parks”.   

 

Given the size of the grant request the LEP will need to see and understand the basis 

on which NYnet has been procured for this project, and that accommodating the Digital 

Infrastructure expenditure falls within accepted parameters, and that NYnet 

themselves will recruit suppliers using public sector procurement requirements that 

follow the award of grants.  

NYCC Response: 

NYnet is 100%-owned by North Yorkshire County Council (“NYCC”), which is not an undertaking. In addition, NYnet has been organised so as to comply 

with Regulation 12(1) of the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 (the “PCR”) such that it can be viewed as essentially akin to an in-house department of 

NYCC hence NYCC does not need to run a competitive tender under the PCR when awarding contracts to NYnet. In order to fall within Regulation 12, as 

well as being controlled by a public authority, at least 80% of the activities of the company must be carried out in the performance of tasks entrusted to it by 

the controlling authority. A company that satisfies these requirements falls outside the scope of the PCR. 

C5. If there is more than one delivery 

partner involved in the delivery of this 

project, is their role clear? 

Q4.6 4 

Section 4.6 states “all supplier issues will be managed in accordance with NYCC 

contract management approaches”.  As stated above the LEP will need to be assured 

that NYnet will follow these approaches. 

C6. To what extent does the applicant 

demonstrate that they will successfully 

manage any contractual relationships?   

Q4.6 5 
We are confident the management team have the skills and experience to manage 

contractual relationships. 

C7. How effectively has the applicant 

identified and mitigated non-financial risks? 
Q4.7 1 

As with financial risks the non-financial risk register reflects the lack of project definition 

that has been a feature throughout. It states “the availability of infrastructure will be 

the biggest requirement”, whereas Section 1.1 has stated “the infrastructure exists, it 
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COMMERCIAL DIMENSION: what tasks need to be completed to deliver the project? 

will simply be a case of deploying transmitters and receivers” and Option 6 states “the 

LLFN network is nearing completion”.   

 

Again, the partners need to confirm to the LEP what they can achieve up to March 

2022 and then define the project in this light, redrafting this risk register accordingly. 

NYCC Response: 

All 3 projects (IoT, Public Wi-Fi and Business parks) leverage the Local Full Fibre Network (LFFN) that NYnet is currently deploying. In addition, it utilises 

NYnet’s core infrastructure. 

 

NYnet’s core infrastructure already exists and serves the region. Because of the anticipated increase in traffic some upgrades to the core will be required 

but these will be quick to deploy and relatively inexpensive. The deployment of the LFFN network is currently planned to complete by March 31st 2021 which 

aligns well with the proposal to utilise this network  The LFFN core is already over 80% deployed. NYnet has applied for Code of Powers this will apply 

utility status to NYnet and therefore negate the requirement for section 50 notices and assist with wayleaves. As we intend utilising building and structures 

that are either currently served by NYnet or owned by the County Council (street lights/CCTV masts) we do not anticipate wayleaves being a significant 

factor, particularly as the LFFN programme has resulted in an agreeable wayleave form. The siting of the infrastructure will always be carefully planned to 

minimise the requirements for permissions, and should any issue arise and not be solvable then we would design around it. 

 

As previously mentioned, the deployment of LFFN infrastructure is due for completion by March 31st, 2021, although all 3 projects are dependent upon the 

availability of LFFN none are dependent upon its completion. Any delay to its completion should not have an impact on the project plan for the 3 projects. 

The core infrastructure is already circa 80% complete and it is this that all 3 projects will require.  Availability of infrastructure will be the biggest requirement 

and hence potential delay. Build delays can be compensated by increasing build teams. 

 

NYnet is a small but highly capable team. When any person leaves such the team it will inevitably have a significant impact.  This has always been noted 

as a key risk to the business. We have managed the transition of the loss of key individuals previously through internal succession planning. For instance, 

in the past 8 months we have lost both the Chief Executive and an Account manager.  Neither loss has had any significant impact on the projects (LFFN, 

SFNY) part of our business.  Both SFNY and LFFN delivery teams are well established with little prospect of leavers. Impact would be low as the approach 

is documented with support teams who can step in. 

 

The supply chain will be a mix of technology equipment suppliers and potential 3rd party deliveries. If we could not recruit. For the business parks component, 

there is already headroom in the existing LFFN contract with its supplier that it does not need to find an alternative. With regards to both IoT and Wi-Fi, 

NYnet will be the primary contractor and is likely to deploy the infrastructure.  This will require contributions from NYCC highways, technology and change 
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COMMERCIAL DIMENSION: what tasks need to be completed to deliver the project? 

and building control. Commitment from NYCC has been sought and high level commitment approved. Equipment procurements will be managed through 

either existing NYnet contracts or frameworks to remove the requirement for long and expensive procurements. 

 

As stated previously the intention is to utilise the public sector to deploy the infrastructure on a commercial basis therefore it is highly unlikely that this will 

become an issue. Where we do use commercial contractors, we have a very good track record of running formal procurements of which financial 

stability/viability is a core component. In addition, the LFFN contract contains provisions for this event. 

The team have dealt with extreme weather conditions in building other infrastructure projects, delivery plans will be adjusted to respond to the challenge.  

  

Income has been taken as a limited factor over the first 3 years so we see this as less of an issue. Long term, infrastructure refresh will be a factor and can 

be lengthened.  NYnet has a strong record of generating revenue through the provision of high bandwidth connectivity. Any surplus is utilised to provide 

even better connectivity or returned to the public sector. Therefore, we are well positioned to take a longer-term view of ROI.   

C8. How confident are you that the 

applicant has a State Aid compliant 

approach? 

Q3.7 3 

Section 3.7 states “State Aid will not apply to the investment in IoT and Town Centre 

Wifi” and that “investment in the Business Parks will be conducted……under current 

State Aid sign offs through the existing projects”. 

 

Given the LEP grant will be handed by the limited company NYnet, there is the 

possibility of State Aid issues depending on the procurement of NYnet, and the nature 

of the contract between the parties.  For this reason, we recommend an independent 

assessment of the project once it has been redefined.      

 

NYCC Response: 

NYCC and NYnet have taken previous advice around State Aid and the structure of NYnet. Independent advice has confirmed for contracting NYnet can 

be viewed as an in-house department of NYCC.    

C9. How strong is the evidence to support 

the market demand justification for this 

project? 

Qs 2.4 & 3.4 2 

The Business Case form states that for property and infrastructure project all 

applicants need to provide a market demand assessment, but none has been 

forwarded with the application documentation. 

 

Section 1.4 references engagement through the North Yorkshire Digital Strategy with 

“7 Local Area Committees”, “the voluntary and community sector provided by 

Community First North Yorkshire”, receiving “positive feedback”.  No direct 

engagement with local communities of businesses seems to have been carried out.  
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COMMERCIAL DIMENSION: what tasks need to be completed to deliver the project? 

 

We recognise strategic infrastructure projects of this nature do have strong elements 

of “top down” associated with them, and tend to be supply driven.  The LEP will require 

the North Yorkshire County Council to formally confirm they will underwrite the 

operational position of the project, and provide an exit strategy for the LEP investment. 

NYCC Response: 

High quality and widespread digital infrastructure are essential to the growth of the region’s economy, both because of the general trend towards digital 

business and service delivery, and our rural geography and relatively dispersed population, which can make physical access between settlements or to 

major centres slow and difficult.  We are seeking to build on our successful track record in delivering digital projects, and through a step-change in delivery 

medium by embracing IoT and Public Wi-Fi address the remaining opportunities within the region. 

 

The work that NYCC and NYnet has done previously helps provide the infrastructure necessary to capitalise on these new possibilities.  This is particularly 

important given rapid growth in home working, with Ofcom reporting in 2018 that 50% of 25-34-year olds and 58% of 35-44-year olds now work from home 

at least once a week. 

While superfast and ultrafast broadband is fast enough for most current individual/household needs, even prior to COVID-19, the availability of, and demand 

for, data-intensive services such as online video streaming and video calls has been increasing. The importance of this connectivity in supporting future 

economic growth has also been recognised by Government in its ambition to deliver nationwide gigabit broadband (defined as download speeds of at least 

1000 Mbps) by 2025.  

 

High capacity internet connections that can support fast download speeds, large amounts of data, and many users at one time is increasingly important for 

households and businesses and will be critical to a successful economic recovery from COVID-19. Under a “new normal” the importance of gigabit 

broadband for business is amplified as industry implements new business models, attitudes shift toward even more home-working, and demand for digitised 

services (public and private) increases significantly.  

 

Against this background, the rapid completion of 100% Superfast broadband coverage, and working to meet the Government’s national target of 100% 

Gigabit broadband by 2025, is crucial to the economic prosperity of our region. In addition, strong Wi-FI and IoT networks will play an important role in future 

mobility solutions across our region, particularly given our rural characteristics, including supporting autonomous vehicles, demand responsive transport, 

smart ticketing and on-the-go journey planning.  

However, despite the economic opportunities and indeed necessity of digital connectivity, at present the coverage of our region’s fibre, Public Wi-Fi and IoT 

capability significantly lags the rest of the country especially compared to metropolitan areas. This is because the low population density of our region means 

that operators or ISP’s are unable to take advantage of economies of scale and have a smaller than typical addressable market by geographic size, making 

private investment commercially unviable. However, what NYnet and NYCC has achieved by deploying the LFFN network is to aggregate that demand 
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COMMERCIAL DIMENSION: what tasks need to be completed to deliver the project? 

across a single connected network in 16 towns across the region. This has created economies of scale that did not previously exits.  With public intervention, 

and a step-change in the way this is delivered, there is a significant economic opportunity that now exists and a chance to fulfil the ‘level up’ agenda.   

 

We have demonstrated a commitment to digitising the region and invested in local capacity to successfully design and implement the procurement of public 

investment in digital infrastructure and ensure successful roll out through stakeholder and contract management. A prime example is North Yorkshire County 

Council’s (NYCC) Superfast North Yorkshire (SFNY) project, which has successfully delivered superfast broadband to more than half (56%) of business 

and residential premises in the county that would not otherwise be served by the private sector.  

 

We are seeking to build on this successful track record in delivering digital projects, and through a step-change in delivery arrangements, address the 

remaining parts of our region that are not realising the benefits of a digitised economy through the deployment of Public Wi-Fi and more specifically IoT. 

C10. To what extent do you think that the 

project is commercially feasible?  Can the 

project continue beyond the grant-funded 

period?   

Qs 2.4 & 3.4 
& Annex Tab 

2 
0 

 

As highlighted above this is impossible to assess on the information provided - Section 

3.4 states “a financial return on the infrastructure will be required”, Section 3.8 states 

“no income has been budgeted for”, Table 2 “Cashflow Forecast” is blank yet Table 3 

shows significant profits being made.  The reality could lie at any point in between.  

The point has been made above regarding the short life of technology equipment and 

that there is, as things stand a strong possibility the considerable LEP investment will 

be redundant in a few short years.  This needs to be a key consideration for the 

refreshed project, with a worked up exit strategy.   

NYCC Response: 

Established in 2007, North Yorkshire County Council broadband company NYnet Ltd is the provider of high bandwidth broadband connectivity primarily to 

the public sector in North Yorkshire. It is whole owned by North Yorkshire County Council and provides high bandwidth connectivity to over 750 public sector 

sites across North Yorkshire.   This included Hospitals, Doctors Surgeries, Fire stations and council support services. NYnet carries most of the public sector 

broadband traffic securely across the region. The network is fully configured for resilience and security and can be managed remotely from any location 

with connectivity.   

  

In addition, NYnet is the delivery agent for both the Superfast North Yorkshire (SFNY) and the Local Full Fibre Network (LFFN) projects currently being 

delivered across the region to much acclaim.  

As with SFNY and LFFN NYnet will deliver all 3 components of the proposal and manage the services thereafter. NYnet will operate and market the new 

infrastructure optimising take-up and usage to the benefit of the region as it does with its existing network infrastructure.   
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COMMERCIAL DIMENSION: what tasks need to be completed to deliver the project? 

NYCC through NYnet Ltd has proven over the past 13 years that it can operate a viable digital infrastructure business. These 3 projects simply extend the 

product delivery set for NYnet to the region. The business infrastructure already exists and will simply be extended to accommodate the additional demands.  

All 3 components will be managed individually and scaled to the market demand. They will be provided to the community at competitive market rates 

ensuring that the community is the beneficiary.    

  

IoT is an emerging product with ever developing applications. IoT enables the public sector to make savings by using data gathered from sensors, some of 

these savings will be used to pay for use of the IoT network. This income derived from the public sector will initially contribute towards the costs of operating 

the network and allow the development of a longer-term business model to work with the private sector while balancing the growth of the network.   

  

LFFN Business park extension will deliver dark fibre with an economic life of greater than 20 years, which will feed business parks with ultrafast broadband 

connectivity. NYnet will also look to utilise this increased coverage to increase the IoT offering, as well as from its other commercial activities. 

  

Town Centre Wi-Fi – We have already witnessed the take up, of public accessible Wi-Fi across the country, areas such as Edinburgh, Manchester, and 

Leeds. On completion of the network a financial return on the infrastructure will be required to refresh infrastructure assets over their lifetime as well as 

covering network costs. Income streams for Public Wi-Fi come advertising. The advertising demand for each of the towns will be different, but with focused 

engagement advertising revenue will be generated. Additional revenue will also be generated from the public sector for offering services, and reducing the 

mobile data usage by transferring it to the Wi-Fi network.   

 

The wide availability of a single network infrastructure will allow ISP’s in the region to access to a wider customer base whilst also generate agglomeration 

benefits from businesses being virtually closer together. To varying degrees Public Wi-Fi, extended Business Parks and IoT services, this extends their 

reach and potentially raises their productivity and in turn the commercial proposition. This will subsequently deliver revenue for backhaul and ‘other’ 

additional services to NYnet and NYCC making the projects sustainable for the foreseeable future. The take up of services will be costed competitively to 

ensure continued service, support and future reinvestment.  

  

Shifting attitudes toward even more home-working, and increased demand for digitised services from the private and public sector and Improved well-being 

from increased social inclusion from virtual access public services, such as telehealth and online learning, creates a unique opportunity for the digital 

industry.  We know these already exists as they have been deployed in areas that are more commercially attractive than North Yorkshire. However, with 

the deployed infrastructure, all 3 projects present a significant opportunity to develop new revenue streams. In addition, we expect this will deliver several 

benefits to the Region which will ultimately drive up productivity, and thus support the region’s economic growth as well as help to ‘level up’ to the national 

economy.  

Commercial dimension rating Score 25 / 50 
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Percentage 50% It is suggested that a percentage score of 50% or less would be Red, and a score of 70% or more would 
be Green but please use your judgement based on the strength of the dimension.  Obviously, any 
showstopper issues are reflected on accordingly. RAG rating Red 

 

MANAGEMENT DIMENSION: How will the project be managed? 

Appraisal questions 
Please 
see… 

Score Justification of score 

M1. What level of relevant skills and 
experience do the key individuals have that 
will manage the project? 

Q5.1 5 

We are confident the key individuals identified have the skills and experience to 

manage the project. 

 

M2. How effective does the overall project 
management approach appear?  Are 
accountability lines clear? 

Q5.2 5 

We are confident the project management approach will be effective, and that 

accountability lines are clear.  

 

M3. How much confidence is built that the 
team will deliver the project to time and 
budget? 

Q5.3 5 

We are confident the team will be able to deliver to time and budget, once a 

considered and clearly defined project has been established. 

 

Management dimension rating 

Score 15 / 15 It is suggested that a percentage score of 50% or less would be Red, and a score of 70% or more would 
be Green but please use your judgement based on the strength of the dimension.  Obviously, any 
showstopper issues are reflected on accordingly. 

Percentage 100% 

RAG rating Green 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Conclusion:  we accept the strategic aim of the North Yorkshire County Council Digital Infrastructure project to address “the coverage of our region’s 

fibre broadband that significantly lags behind the rest of the country……. with a significant risk that our economy is ‘left behind’”.  We also accept supporting 

such an aim is appropriate for the LEP, that a project such as the Digital Infrastructure is a good fit with the Getting Building Fund, and that something 

could, and should be done.  To do this the LEP needs a clearly defined project that takes forward this strategic aim and sets out definitively what can be 

achieved by March 2022 including: 

 Clear project description and definition – what, where and when  

 Costs and a comprehensive granular budget of all eligible items.  

 Strategy for VAT / contingency / inflation and all necessary eligible fees.  

 Confirmation how any legal issues will be dealt with – by the Council legal team or others 

 Match funding from the partners 

 Core Government / LEP outputs to sit alongside those already offered 

 Operational income and expenditure profile 

 Confirmation North Yorkshire County Council will underwrite any and all capital cost overruns 

 Confirmation North Yorkshire County Council will underwrite the operational project. 

 Exit strategy for the LEP investment / how this investment will be safeguarded / how the project will continue after the LEP grant assisted phase  

 Relevant risk registers  

 Measurable milestones  

 Procurement strategy – both in respect of NYCC and NYnet and for NYnet suppliers  

 Independent State Aid assessment 

Recommendation:  provisional approval subject to resolution of the issues highlighted above. 

 

 

 
Tolerances: 

 

If monthly or quarterly reports from the sponsor show that the project is exceeding these tolerances then approval needs to be sought that 
the LEP agree to this change and will issue a variation to the Funding Agreement. 

Cost: 10% increase in predicted capital costs. 

Timescales: Capital delivery financially complete by March 2022. 

Outputs: Achieved by March 2027. 
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Appendix 1 – Agreed cost and funding tables:  please note – all costs and funding to be agreed. 

 

Capital costs 
2019/20 2020/21 

Totals 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Other         

Fees         

Construction         

Other         

         

Totals         

 

Funding sources 
2019/20 2020/21 

Totals 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

LEP         

SBC         

Other         

Other         

Other         

Totals         
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Appendix 2 – Agreed output and outcome tables: please note all outputs to be agreed 
 

LGF Outputs 
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

to 
2024/25 

Totals 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Jobs created or safeguarded           

Apprenticeships          
Housing Units completed          
Number of new homes with new or improved fibre optic 
provision 

         

Commercial floorspace created          
Commercial floorspace refurbished          
Commercial floorspace occupied          
Commercial Broadband Access          
Number of enterprises receiving grant support          
Number of enterprises receiving financial support other 
than grants 

         

Number of enterprises receiving non-financial support          
Area of Land with reduced likelihood of flooding as a 
result of the project 

         

Reduced Flood Risk Homes          
Reduced Flood Risk Commercial          
Area of new or improved learning/training floorspace          
Prior Estate Grade          

Post Completion Estate Grade          
Floorspace rationalisation          
Number of New Learners Assisted           
Specialist equipment          
Non-specialist equipment          
Length of Road Resurfaced          
Length of Newly Built Road this period          

Length New Cycle Ways This Period          

Totals          
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Other outputs 
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

to 
2024/25 

Totals 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

          
          
          
          

          
          

          
          
          
          

Totals          

 
 

Indirect outputs and outcomes 

Please name the outcome that could be used to evaluate the project 

Please name the outcome that could be used to evaluate the project 

Please name the outcome that could be used to evaluate the project 

Please name the outcome that could be used to evaluate the project 

Please name the outcome that could be used to evaluate the project 
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Appendix 3 – Milestone tables: 
 

What are the keys tasks that the applicant has completed, and needs to complete, before the project can commence? 
Tasks  Target date Status 

 Confirmation of outstanding matters. September 2020 Not Commenced 

    

    

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

What are the keys milestones after the project has started that could be used to measure your progress? 
Tasks  Target date Status 

 To be developed by applicant as part of the above.  
September / 

October 2021 
Not Commenced. 

    

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

 


